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OFFICIAL CALENDAR
- OF THE -

E DUCATION
DEPARTMENT

May:
i. By-law to alter school boundaries-last

day of passing. [P. S. Act, sec. 81
(3).]

3. Inspectors to report to Department
number of papers required for the
High School Entrance and Public
School'Leaving Examinations.

Inspectors' nomination of Presiding Ex-
aminers for High School Entrance
and Public School Leaving Examina-
tions, due.

6. ARBoR DAY.
24. QUEEN's BIRTHDAY (TueSday.)

Notice by candidates for the Depart-
mental Primary, and the-High School
Leaving and University Matriculation
Examinations, to Inspectors, due.

25. Notice of the same by Inspectors to
Department, due.

Nomination of Presiding Examiners for
same, due.

As the drawing books authorized by the
Department were not issued in time to be used
conveniently in every case for the July Entrance
Examinations, the Examiners are hereby in-
structed to accept the work of candidates this
year either in old or new series. The accept-
ance of the work in any blank exercise book is
already provided for by the regulations.

As the course of the School of Pedagogy is
to be extended to one year-probably from
September to May-a special examination will
be held in December for those who failed at
the last examinatiori and for candidates eligible
for examination without attendance at the
School of Pedagogy.

EEMINATION& 1892.
May:

i. Notice by candidates for the High
School Entrance, and Public School
Leaving Examinations to Inspectors,
due.

2. Examinations for specialists' certivicates
<uxcept commercial) at the Univers-
ity of Toronto begin.

24. Notice by candidates for the Depart-
mental Primary, and the High School
Leaving and University Matricula-
tion Examinations, to Inspectors, due.

fune.
i. Notice by candidates for Kindergarten

Examinations, due.
Applications for examination for Com-

mercial Specialists' certificates to De-
partment, due.

28. High School Entrance and Pubhe
School Leaving Examinations begin.

ly :
4. Kindergarten Examinations at Hamil-

ton, Ottawa, and Toronto begin.
6. Examination for Commercial Specialists'

certificates at Education Department
begin.

i t. Departmental Primary,and High School
Leaving and University Matriculation
Examinations begin.

By the interpretation clauses of the Pubtic Schools
Act passed at the last session of the legislature, sec-
tion i0 of the statute, is shown flot teapyt ny

poton of a townshîpic fornms a union sho
section wit a town or incorporated village.

One heur uach week mnust now bie employed in
teachingTemperance and Hygiene in every Public
School, and the inspectors are required to see that
this regulation is carried out.

The revised regulations regarding Teachers' Insti-
tutes provide for only one meeting each year.

The new regulations regarding the Entrance Ex-

amination provide that the names of candidates pass-
ed or recommended shall not be published until after
the decision of the Minister has been received. Of
those whe fail, only the following should be recon-
mendud : (a) Those who fail te reach the standard

prescribud in some subject but who make censidcrably

more than the aggregate marks required; (b) Thosu
who in the opinion of the examiners, on account ef

re o r some special reason, should be rcommend-
Theru appuars a gunural e* min faver ef

advanciog tise standard fer a ~ision te High
Shools It may bu seen, however, that examiners
by closly folowing twee r lations have it n their

power to kuup up a fair stangard for admission.

Important Books'
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cumulate more wealth than nine great Western
and Southern States. Pennsylvania more than
twelve. New York more than fifteen. Agriculture
and labor robbed. Price, 25 cents, sent postpaid.

The Irresistible Conict between
Two World Theorles.
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that bas ever appeared. Price, postpaid, paper
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Jason Edwards.
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of " A Spoil of Office," " Main-Travelled Roads,"
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fidelity the rual life ef the artisan and farmer to-
day ; a terrible picture of the unequal struggle of
the poor for bread and roof. This story is rich in
sunshine and shadows. Price, cloth $r.o ; paper
50 cents.

Who Lie@?
An Interrogation. By PROF. EMIL BLUM and

SIGMUND ALExANDER. This is ene of thse beldest,
most radical, and realistic works of the decade.
It is us unconventional as it is unique, and will
unquestienably call forth hostile criticisms in

quarters where its shafts enter. In religion and
ethics it is radical. In politics, strongly social-
istic. In literature it ,s extremely realistic. In

general, bold, frank, and truthful. Price, paper
5o cents.

Is This your Son,
My Lord ?
A Powerful Realistie Romance. By HELEN

GARDENER, author ef "AÁ Thoughtless l'es,"
" Men, Women, and Gods," Etc. This is prob-
ably the mst fearless and terrible exposé of con-
ventional immorality and hypecrisy ever wnitten.

=,ooo copies sold in ten months. It is a book for
teachers of youth. A fine portrait of the author
forme a frontuspiece. Price, paper 5o cents; cloth

Main-Travelled Roads.
Six Mississippi Vallfey Stores. By HAMLIN

GARLAND, author of "fason Edwards," Etc.
These stories give the most vivid pictures of
Western life among the farmers ever written.
Mr. Garland has been justly termed the Ibsen of
America. Price, paper 50 cents; cloth, $î.oo.

Lessons Learned fromn
Other Lives.
By B. 0. FLowER, editor of the Arena, with portrait

of the author. This volume contains short bio-
graphical sketches of fourteen eminent personages,
written specially for the young, in a manner as
fascinating as fiction, while necessarily proving

very instructive. 1 Price, paper 50 cents; cleth
$1.uo.

Any of the above sent postpaid on
r.ceipt of priés.
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THE editor of the English Department

requests us to say that the article on Gram-
mar problems, intended for this number, bas
of necesaity been held over for next issue.

MANY of our readers will read with inter-
est Mr. Seath's able paper on " University
Matriculation in Ontario," which we give in
full in this number. It is somewhat lengthy,
but the connection of thought and argu-
ment is such that it seemed necessary to
present it as a whole. We have, therefore,
curtailed some of our usual departments in
order to give it in full.

THE Educational Association has done
well to retain the services of Mr. R. W.
Doan, who bas been for so many years the
able and efficient Secretary of the Ontario
Teachers' Association, as Secretary of the
enlarged organization. It will be greatly to
the advantage of the latter to have an officer
of so much ability and experience to man-
age its affairs during the first year of its
operation under the new conditions.

" QUEsTION DRAWER " is crowded out of

this number. In the Drawer in last num-
ber we said in answer to a question, " We
presume that the High School Book-keep-
ing covers all the ground required for a
Commercial Specialist's Certificate." We
now learn, on undoubted authority, that
this presumption is wrong. Far more than
is given in the H. S. Book-keeping will be
required. The new cirçular is not yet out,
but we hope to be able to give .definite in-
formation in next number.

WE are' informed that the succes which
bas attended the inauguration of the On-

tario College of Oratory bas been most en-
couraging to the faculty. The second year
will open with a summer session of six weeks
at Grimsby Park, as advertised in another
column. In addition to the regular faculty
a number of prominent specialists will part-
icipate in the work. Already a large num-
ber of applications have been received from
all over the continent and a successful time

is thought to be as good as assured.

AN explanation and an apology are due
to our readers who may be interested in

Mr. A. C. Mounteer's series of articles on

Physical Culture, on the one hand, and to

Mr. Mounteer hinself, on the other, for the

non-appearance of his closing article in this

number. The fact is that the " copy " came

to hand too late for last number, and was

laid aside with an accumulation of "held-

over " MS. and, owing to pressure of matter
for this issue, was overlooked until too late.
It will appear in the JOURNAL for May 15th.

AN important modification of the exam-

ination in Botany comes into effect next

July. It is now prescribed that the pre-
siding examiner shall be competent to
select the plant for the Primary, and that
two plants shall be submitted to the candi-
date at the Primary and the Senior Leaving
examinations, one for description and iden-

tification, and one for identification alone.
In the latter case the candidate will be

allowed the use of his text-book, and we
have been informed by the examiners that
the plant submitted will not necessarily
belong to one of the orders prescribed for
the Primary. The object of this change is
to enable the examiner to determine with
greater accuracy than heretofore to what
extent the, candidate has benefited from
his Botanical studies. In Zoology will
also be submitted a " slide " for microscopic
examination, which will embrace chiefly the
morphological characteristics of the section.

ELSEWHERE in this number will be found
a sketch of " The Bad Boy," drawn by a
elever writer in the Christian World, who
evidently knows his subject. The scene is
located in an English Sunday-selwol and
amidst its surroundings, but with such modi-
fications and adaptations as the teacher can
easily make, the portrait will, in many of
its features, do well for the " bad boy," in
many a Canadian public school. Do you
not recognize him i? If you do, note care-

fully the suggestions in the last paragraph
of the article. Many a " bad boy " of local
notoriety, bas in him elements and possibili-
ties of good which in the hands of one who
knows how to lay hold of him and develop
them, may make him some day a power for
good in the community. The teacher who
understands the boy nature, knows that
there are bad boys and bad boys, and makes
a careful studyof each individual case before
assigning it to the total depravity class.

REFERRING, in bis address before the On-
tario Educational Association, on Wednes-
day evening, to the relations between the
Education Department and the great body
of educators in the Province, the Minister
of Education said well that the teachers
should guide the Department and not the
Department the teachers. Theoretically
there can be no doubt of the soundness of
this principle. But, practically, do the pres-
ent organization and methods of the Edu-
cation Department recognize this principle
as it ought ? Should there not be some
provision in the system whereby the edu-
cators of the Province could express and
press their views on important questions of
policy. In other words should there not be
some Central Committee, or other body ac-
tually representative of theteachers, author-
ized to give official expression, if not actual
effect, to their views on all matters which
primarily involve the application of educa-
tional principles in the Public school system?

MR. S. B. SINCLAIR, B.A., who was elected
to the Presidency of the Ontario Educational
Association, is no doubt already well known
to manyof our readers,personally,or through
the medium of his educational writings in
our columns and elsewhere. He is an
alumnus of Victoria University, and at bis
graduation took honors in Mathematics and
Mental Philosophy. He bas for some years
been an Associate Examiner in the latter
subject. Mr. Sinclair lias not only passed
through the various stages of the profes-
sional ,fraining prescribed by the Education
Department of this Province, but bas had
the great advantage of having personally
studied the methods pursued in a number
of the best schools in the United States and
Europe. He is an enthusiastic advocate of
progressive methods, and bas, as above inti-
mated, written somewhat freely on educa-
tional subjects. We congratulate himon the
mark of esteem and confidence bestowed
upon him by his professional brethren in
eletting him to this high office, and we have
no doubt that by his zeal and efficiency he
will amply justify their choice.
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WORDS IN -ING.

No part of English grammar, perhaps, presents
such difficulties to elementary pupils as the words
ending in -ing. It is the most natural thing in
the world for a pupil, who remembers that in the
sentence, " The man building your bouse bas
been injured," the word "building " is an imperfect
participle, to have a sense of personal injurywhenhe
is not permitted to say that in " The building of
your house is impossible," " building " is likewise
an imperfect participle. If te is told that " build-
ing " is a noun in the latter case, he finds it hard to
understand how a noun may have an object like a
verb when we say " building your bouse is impos-
sible" In short, the forma in -ing are the pons
asinorum of elementary English grammar, and re-
quire the most careful and the most painstaking
treatment the toacher can give.

Let us take the simpleat forma first.*
A. " Hunting is a pleasant pastime." Hunting

here is the name of a sport, it is the subject of a
verb ; it is clearly a noun.

[Historically, -ing represents in nouns the A. S.
-141W, as miltsung, mercy (infinitive milisian, to

pity); leornung, learning (infin, leornian, to learn);
granung, groaning ; gytsang, avarice. These forme
were so numerous that they may be said to have in
the later development of the language establisbed
the law that a noun form in -ing (from ung) may
be made from any verb. Many nouns not origin-
ally ending in -ung were remade in imitation of
this great clasa ; for instance, the noun huntoth in
A S. became the noun " huntinq " in later English.
Because of their origin from verbs, they are usu-
ally styled verbal nomns.]

B. "l He was hunting in the wood." Bere " was
hunting " is little different from "hunted ;" that
is to say, "hunting " is plainly connected with the
the verb "hunt," and with the help of the verb
" to be " is able to make statements. So "l He is
hunting," " He bas been hunting," " He had been
hunting." Comparing " was hunting " with " hun-
ted," we notice that the first bas a notion of the
continuation of the hunt, the latter bas not. This
notion is not conveyed by " was," since in such a
sentence as, "l He was struck by his brother," we
use " was," though the action is completed. The
progressive notion is given by " hunting."

Being part of the verb, and indicating an uncom-
pleted or progressing action, we call " hunting," as
here used, an imperfect participle. It will be seen
by a short examination that " hunting " really de-
scribes the person represented by " he "-He hunt-
ing was in the wood, and only its strong verbal
force keeps it from being called an adjective pure
and simple. It is a verbal adjective, with reference
to its qualitative relation. We consequently find
the imperfect participle used independently of the
verb " to be," in adjective relation to some noun or
pronoun, as in " I saw him hunting in the wood."

Yet we do not call this imperfect participle a ver-
bal adjective for a reason that may be seen from
the following sentence :-

" The men hunting deer in the wood were unsuc-
cessful." Here we see that "hunting " is just as
much a verb in respect to its expressing an action
(hunting) with immediate relation to an object
(deer) as "hunted" is, when we say "The men
hunted the deer in the wood." We keep, then, for
" hunting" and similar words similarly used the
term " imperfect participle," meaning by that that
a word so called (1) is one of the verbal forma; (2)
may form with parts of the verb "to be " various
uses that are called " progressive ;" (3) that when
thus used it bas adjectival relation to the subject;
(4) that it may be used apart from the verb " to
be," in qualitative relation to any noun or pro-
noun ; (5) that even when used apart from the verb
"to be " it is not purely an adjective, since, if the

* Forme such as Harding, Atheling, afford no grammatical diffi-
culty. In A.S. they are represented by similar forma, Stheling, etc.
Morning, evening, are later formations on the nouns morgen, morn-
ing, an efen, evening. Nonne such as king, thing, etc., need no
specilsi mention, as this paper deals merely with forma where the
-ing la in ative ue as a suffix.

participle form a transitive verb, it may take an oh-
ject like a true verb.

[Historically,this imperfect participle is a regular
successor of the A.S. imperfect participle in -ende
(onde), and is similarly used :--He wS gongonde,
He was going ; He wæs spacende, He was speaking;
He færth secende, He goes seeking ; Thæt hi gese-
onde geseon, and na ne geseon, That they seeing
may see, and not perceive ; tha godan lareowas tha
haligan gesommunge lærende, the good teachers
teaching the holy scriptures (lit. collections).]

C. " That is an interesting book." We have just
seen that the imperfect participle is in one respect
adjectival and is frequently used immediately to
qualify a noun. Nothing could be more natural
than that certain participles should from the fre-
quency of this adjectival use attain to full adjec-
tival force, taking the positive and comparative, etc.
This change can be seen by comparing the force
of " interesting " in the sentence beginning this
paragraph with its force in "This is a book interest-
ing us by its faithful details ; or " rising," in " He
is a rising man," with " He is a man risinq from
humble condition ;" or "lHe is a most promising
student," and "He is a student promising much
but never performing."

This adjective in -ing is best called a verbal ad-
jective, by which we mean (1) that it was originally
an imperfect participle, (2) that it bas become en-
tirely adjectival in syntax and comparison, etc.
The meaning, moreove1, becomes vague and gen-
eral ; the verbal force disappears. Of course, like
other adjectives it may take on, when the noun is
really understood, a noun force.

Compare, " The saving are sure of comfort in
their old age" with " Saving persons are," etc.

[So in A.S. neriende gave nergend, the Savior, i.e.,
the Saving One.]

D. " Hunting deer is not an easy sport." Plainly
"hunting " is here a noun so far as it is the name
of a sport (cf. A.) Yet it is verbal in so far as it
expresses an action that passes over to an immedi-
ate recipient. This double force cannot be described
by any of the terms we have so far had. It is
plainly of verbal origin. It is called a gerund, by
which we mean that it is (1) a noun, and (2) it is ver-
bal to the extent of having, if derived from a transi-
tive verb, an object, and of often being modified
by an adverb.

[Historically, this "gerund " is, as Dr. Morris has
pointed out, only a noun in -ing of verbal origin
with the loss of a following preposition. In Selden
we have constructions such as, " The giving a book-
seller his price for his book has this advantage," be-
aide such constructions as, " Quoting of authors is
most for matter of fact." There can be no doubt
that the modern usage of saying " Quoting authors
is most," etc., bas been greatly influenced by the
regular construction of imperfect participle and di-
rect object. In the same way we must deal with
such expressions as " The house is a building,"
which, in its earlier form, was, "The bouse is in
building." Of this once common construction we
have left in standard English practically only such
expressions, He is gone a fishing, a hunting, where
a = in, on.

Etymologically the " gerund " is only the verbal
noun (A), but in modern usage it has usurped a ver-
bal construction that differentiates it from the ver-
bal noun.

E. The omission of this preposition in such con-
structions as "The house is building," bas given
rise therefore to a form which is felt to be an imperfect
participle with passive meaning, rather than a noun,
and it may thus be described. It is very necessary,
however, to keep the origin of the form in mind, so
that there may be no confusion with such sentences
as, " He was busy writing "= " be was busy at (with)
writing."

In conclusion, we have thought it unwise to fol-
fow Professor Earle and the H. S. Grammar in re-
garding such forma as " Seeing is believing " as in-
finitives. Neither by derivation nor form are they
such.

It is held by some that the A. S. dative of the
infinitiveanding in -enne is the origin of the mod-
ern gerund. For example, "hlaf to etanne " has
become " bread for eating." This is scarcely pos-
sible, for readera of Chaucer know that practically
both tbe simple infinitive and the gerundial infini-
tive had become similar in form -e(n), and very
few traces of the gerundial infinitive in -ing are to
be found in Middle English, and these died out with
the extension of the use of the verbal noun (A)
about the fifteenth century,

EXERCISES.

Point out the relation, function and history of
the forma in -ing in the following

A. 1. Seeing is believing.
2. I do not like travelling.
3. The invention of writing was a great step in

the civilization of mankind.
4. By carving we mean the art of fashioning wood

into artistic forma.
5. The men declared it was impossible to go on

with the building of the bridge.
B. 1. Standing by the river was his young

friend.
2. There are few men interesting us by both

their genius and their goodness.
3. When arriving at his home, he met with a

serious accident.
4. He will be reading when you return.
5. See the birds fluttering, singing, darting in

the early morn.
C. 1. They are interesting people.
2. It is very fascinating to watch that game.
3. Such children are best looking when they are

most cared for.
4. The most surprising result was the defeat of

our candidate.
5. The living and the dead will one day meet.
D. 1. Building the bridge was not easy.
2. By seeing your friend you will gain your end.
3. He bas gone a-fishing.
4. By quickly withdrawing his forces the General

saved his troops from defeat.
5. I was not sure. of going or I should have

spoken of accompanying you.
A. B, C, D, E 1. Giving one's best friend

money is the tirst steps towards losing him.
2. They laugh best who, when laughing, are the

last to laugh.
3. His travelling there will not prevent my see-

ing you.
4. I saw vast bridges building.
5. He was long in rising, but once through wash-

ing himself, he became anything but lazy.
6. Upon pain of being fined, trespassers are

warned from crossing these grounds.
7. Women are angels, wooing.
8. Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting.
9. The babbling brook ran chattering past his

feet.
10. They were busy ploughing.
11. I am weary of talking so much over so little.
12. I purpose starting to-morrow, when you, too,

will be leaving.
13. His father's blessing lie was desirous of re-

ceiving.
14. He goes to a place where there is neither

marrying, nor giving in marriage.
15. Brandishing his hunting-knife, he told us a

harrowing tale of his thrilling exploits.
16. Speaking of John, what do you think of

him ?
17. Having given his blessing the old man died.
18. He goes up and down seeking whon lie may

devour.
19. A deep sound came from the frowning guns

declaring that the battle had begun.
20. Your being here is in your favor.
21. " With never an end to the stream of press-

ing feet-
Driving, hurrying, marrying, burying,
Clamor, and rumble, and ringing, and clat-

ter."
22. " Or ravished with the whistling of a name,

See Cromwell damned to everlasting fame."
23. " In squandering weath was his peculiar art,

Nothing went unrewarded but desert."
24. " And there was mounting in hot haste ; the

steed,
The mustering squadron, and the clatter-

ing car,
Went pouring forward with impetuous speed,

And swiftly forming in the ranks of war."
25. "Ruling with an iron hand

O'er the intermediate land
'Twixt the plains of rich completeness,
And the realms of budding sweetness,
Winter ! from thy crystal throne,
With a keenness all thy own
Dartest thou, through gleaming air,
O'er the glorious barren glare
Of thy sunlit wildernesses,
Thine undazzled level glances,
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While thy universal breathing,
Frozen to a radiant swathing
For the trees, their bareness hides.
But what magic melodies,
As in bord'ring realms are throbbing,
Hast thou, Winter? Liquid-sobbing
Brooks, and bawling waterfalls,
Gurgling meadow-threading rills,
Lakelets' lisping wavelets lapping
Round a flock of wild ducks napping,
And the rapturous-noted woolings,
And the molten-throated cooings,
Of the amorous multitudes
Flashing through the dusky woods,
When a veering wind hath blown
A glare of sudden sunlight down ?
Naught of these 1"

CORRESPONDENCE.

ENQUIRER. - The scansion of "Resignation
is :-
x---' I ×-' x-' x- , -- - X

x-- x-, x-
×x--' l ×-' x-- ×- _ x '

That is to say it is (1) iambic (x--) ; (2) infiret and third lines pentameter (five feet), in secondand fourth linos trimeter (three feet). The first andthird linos have an additional light syllable, whichkind of line is described as hypermetrical. l short,
thon, " Resignation " is written in quatrains (stan-
zas of four linos), with rhymes a b a b, having lines
1, 3, iambic pentameter hypermeter, and lines 2,
4, iambic trimeter.

SHEBANDOAN.-For use in P.S. classes the
books (I. and IL.) of Tarbell (Ginn & Co., Boston)
best unite the study of Grammar with Composition.

W.M.L.-Where and when the events described
in " The Road to the Tronches " took place-if
they did actually occur--we cannot say. The lines
you refer te mean :- (1) " Wrap him in this,"
here the soldier takes off his own cloak and gives
it to his dying comrade. (2) " Fear not, they shall
know." The enquirer will remember the circum-
stances of the poem,-the soldiers advancing to
relieve another detachment at the outposts, when
one falls dying. His comrades advance but leavehim with the comforting promise that he muet notfear that he will be forgotten and abandoned. Theywill tell the soldiers they are to relieve of bis rest-ing place (" yon stunted larch "). (3) "Theothers" are the soldiers who have been relievedreturning to camp.

SUBSCRIBER.-The closing stanza of " The Vil-lage Blacksmith " has the following meaning; Thepoet thanks the blacksmith for teachin bin alesson of industry, cheerfulness, faith, omestic
affection, but especially a lesson of industry. Whatthe blacksmith does in bis forge is a type of whateach one is called upon to do in the world. Theworld with its hot activities is the forge in whichall our actions, our success or failure, are fashioned
and shaped. Every deed, every thought, like theglowing iron hammered upon the anvil, becomes
great and brilliant, as the doer 'or thinker earnestly
shapes the deed or the thought in the midst of hu-manity, where he can see what the world requires.The linos of Proctor's * The Sea,"-

"It plays with the clouds ; it mocks the skies;
Or like a cradled creature lies "-

refer to the sea, first in storms, when it surges
mountains high as if to play with the clouds, or
roars and tosses as if in derison of the sky above it ;second, in calm, when it lies peaceful as a sleeping
babe.

T. E. AcHER.-The comparison of " blind " in its
literal sense referring to the eyesight is scarcely
possible ; because one bas the fullest realization ofthe state when one simply bas it. So also suchwords as " dead," " unconscious," etc., in a figur-ative sense applying to the mind. It is not rare tofind " blind " compared. "When we love most
we are blindest to our frienda' defects."

We shall endeavour te havé later an article deal-
ing with the Verb.

M.M.--From the article on "Shall and Will "
in the last JOURNAL, p. 697, ii. 1, it will be clear

that " shall " should be used rather than " will "
in the sentence, "When will you be able to pay me
back ?" since the speaker is asking not about the
willingness of bis debtor but of the time in the
future. It is the second person, which requires
" shall " to express near futurity in questions.

In " The teacher hoped that we would enjoy our-
selves," a fault of similar nature is to be noted.
Putting it in the present, we say " He hopes that
we shall enjoy ; " because he hopes that something
may come to pass-mere futurity. If he said " He
hoped we will enjoy ; " it would involve our willing-
ness- " He hopes we shall be willing to enjoy ".-
which is not his wish. This is the same point of
view for the past tense as well. Hence say " He
hoped that we sBhould enjoy," etc.

The meaning of the line, " A wet sheet and a
flowing sea," will be clear by remembering that
" sheet " is used poetically for " sail," as in Dry-
den's,

"Fierce Boreas drove against his flying sails,
And rent the sheets."

The sails are sometimes wet, so that by present-
ing a closer surface, they may better retain the
wind. The sea is " flowing " when in regular
waves under the influence of a gale.

A.B.C. - The terni " Meso-Gothic " is anti-
quated ; scbolars of modern philology speak simply
of Gothic. The Gothic language, of which we have
literary remains in translations of parts of the
Bible by Biahop Wulfila (A.n. 311-381), representa
the earliest written form we have of a Teutonic
language. It disappeared as a language, giving rise
to the new language. The following table will aid
in showing the chief relations of Gothic and immed-
iately kindred languages. Of course the reasons for
the classification cannot be given bere ; they can
most easily be got in some such work as Whitney's

Language and the Study of Language," or Earle's
"Philology."

OmEiAL TEUToNIc
WEST TEUTONic EAsT TEUTONTo

Low German High German Gothic Scarndinavian

Anglo-Saxon, New High German Swedish
Frisian, etc. Norwegian

Danish
Icelandic

R.M.--Questions asking for " change in construc-
tion " are ambiguous. When verbe are involved,
as in the sentence you quote, " Put plants in the
window and see how they creep up to the light,"
the change required is probably a change of voice,
"Let plants be put," etc.

ENQUIRER. -The verbe may, can, will, must,
ought, are used in the subjunctive mood, but have
no spocial forme for that mood. If we compare
" If he were able, he would do it" with " If he
could, he would," we find that " could " has exactly
the same function as " were able," so that we can
say that "could " is imperfect subjunctive. So we
can say " If be would, he could ; " " If he must,
he must; " " If he ought to do it, he muet do it."

For' FhiSà x Aftr'qoor?,

DOESN'T WANT TO BE A BOY.
IT isn't much fun a living

If grandpa says what's true,
That this is the jolliest time of life

That I'm a-passing through.
I'm afraid he can't remember,

It's been so awful long,
I'n sure if he could recollect

He'd know that he is wrong.

Did he ever have, I wonder,
A sister just like mine,

Who'd take his skates, or break his kite,
Or tangle up bis twine i

Did he ever chop the kindling,
Or fetch in coal or wood,

Or offer to turn the wringer i
If ho did, ho was awful good.

In summer it's " weed the garden ;"
In winter it's " shovel the snow

For there isn't a single season
But has its work, you know.

And then when a fellow's tired,
And hopes be may just sit still,

It's " bring me a pail of water, son,
From the well at the foot of the hill."

How can grandpa remember
A fellow's grief or joy ?

'Tween you and me, I don't believe
He ever was a boy.

Is this the jolliest time of life?
Believe it, I never can ;

Nor that it's as nice to be a boy
AB a really grown-up man.

-- Eva Best, in Barper's Yousng People.

THE HONEST OLD TOAD.

(Recitation for a small boy).

OH, a queer little chap is the honest old toad,
A funny old fellow is he ;

Living under the stone by the side of the road,
'Neath the shade of the old willow tree ;

He is dressed all in brown from his toe te bis crown,
Save his vest, that is silvery white.

He takes a long nap in the heat of the day,
And walks in the cool dewy night.

" Raup, yaup," says the frog,
From his home in the bog,

But the toad he says never a word;
He tries to be good, like the children who should

Be seen, but never ho heard.
When winter draws near, Mr. Toad goes to bed,

And sleeps just as sound as a top ;
But when May blossoms follow soft April showers,

He comes with a skip, jump and hop.
He changes his dress only once, I confess-

Every spring ; and his old worn-out coat,
With trousers and waistcoat, ho rolls in a ball,

And stuffs the whole thing down his throat.
-" K-rruk, k-ruk," says the frog
From bis home in the bog,

But the toad he says never a word;
But ho tries to be good, like the children who

should
Be seen, but never ho beard.

-Outr Dumb Animals.

MRS. ARITHMETIC'S PARTY.
MRs. ARITHMETIC gave a fine ball
To little and great, to big and to small
No one was neglected ; she tried very hard
Not to leave out one person who should get a

card.
There was sweet Miss Addition, the firet one to

corne.
And she footed it gaily with young Mr. Sum,
Who, 'twas easy to see, was ber favorite. Though
Subtraction proposed, she had answered him-No!
rhis refusal, of course, made Subtraction quite

solemn,
And be left very early, hid away in a column.
Thon Multiplication, that jolly old elf,
Who was always on very good terms with himself
(Though all those who knew the sane Multi-

plication
Declared that he caused them unending vexation).
Division came later, and, needless te say,
Behaved himself meanly, as is always bis way,
He anade friends into foes, and spoiled all the fun
Of the poor little figures, from 9 down to 1.
The cute little Fractions were there (very small)
With their brothers, the Decimals, not quite so

tall,
And every one present had brought his relations,
Nane prouder than Lord Algebraic Equations.
The Duke Logarithm and the Count Trigonometry
[ad quite a long chat with the Marquis Geometry.
Only five of the figures danced in the quadrille,
Six, Seven. and Eight went away feeling ill,
While old Mr. Nine, who ate a large supper,
Sat down in the library and read Martin Tupper.
At last it was time for the people te go ;
Each charming young figure selected ber beau,
And in leaving their hostes, they' said, one and

all,
They had greatly enjoyed Dame Arithmetie's ball.

-St Nichas.
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tions, we shall not, in this number of the
JOURNAL, attempt more than a general
account of some of the more important
matters which occupied the attention of
this large and representative gathering of
the teachers of Ontario, reserving more par-
ticular discussion of any of the special sub-
jects dealt with for future numbers. We
shall hope, also, to be able to present to our
readers, from time to time, as opportunity
offers, at least the substance of a number of
the able papers read before the general
association and some of the numerous sec-
tions of which it is now composed.

First in order, not of time but of impor-
tance, is the change of name and the adop-
tion of a new constitution for the society.
It is henceforth to be known as " The On-
tario Educational Association." This change
was necessary in order to admit of an im-

hen notl the portant enlargement in the terms of mem-
subjectingthe
s papers are bership Hitherto, as our readers are
e supposition
sh to receive
t ia the LAW aware, only those actually engaged in teacl-
Post Office a ing were eligible to membership. Under

g makes him-
insible te the th.e new Constitution the doors are thrown
are paid.
or requesting open for ail who are interested in education.

ers te discon.
who bas This is a change in the right direction, for

nues until aIlutlalthere are many enthusiastie friends and
promoters of education, who are not actu-

hing Co. ally engaged in teaching, but whose advice
and assistance may do much to promote the

mmaseon. objecta of the Association. Some of these

AY. objeets, as deflned in the new Constitution,
and 13th. are to elevate tbe character and advance

the interests of the teaching profession, and
to promote the cause of education in On-
tario. The Association is now organized

6with the six foiiowing departments :-(1).
The Public Shool Department. (2). High
School Department. (3). Training School
Department. (4). Inspectors' Department.

y (5). University Department. (6). Kinder-
garten Department. Provision is aso Wise-
ly made for the inciusion of additional de-
partments, as may at any time be found

NAL desirable. The Association is to be con-
gratuiated especially on the addition of the

ion of the University department, and it is to be hop-
n, which ed that the members of the teaching staff
this city, of every University in the Province will
tendance, avail themselves of the privilege. We make
e general bold to say that those of them who have the
iscussions interests of higher education inteligently at
ant meet- heart wity not fai to do so, for this annual
yet been meeting and minging with representative

ossible by educators of ail grades, with its new ac-
whereby quaintanceships and interchanges of views

tf attend- on a variety of topics, wio afford them an
oer vaca- unique apportunity to stimulate scholarly

have an ambition and elevate the educational ideals
;er of the of those who have probably more influence
sociation. than any other persons in shaping the ai-
iety, and bitions and aspirations of the youth of the
the pro- country. In saying this we are far from
and sec- meaning to intimate that the advantages of

the contact, either personally or profession-
ally, are going to be all on one side. On
the contrary we inake bold to express our
opinion that there are professors, not a few,
occupying chairs in some of our highest in-
stitutions of learning, who might obtain
very valuable hints in the science of teach-
ing from some.of their fellow-teachers oc-
cupying much less prominent positions.
This is, we believe, true, particularly in re-
gard to the teaching of English literature,
a subject which is, we have reason to be-
lieve, better taught in several of our high
schools and collegiate institutes, and prob-
ably so far as opportunity offbrs, in some of
the public schools also, than in most of the
Universities of the Provinces.

When we turn our attention to the regu-
lar work of the Convention in its varions
departments, we find ourselves overwhelm-
ed by the disparity between the number
and importance of the papers, addresses,
and discussions with which we should like
to deal, and the space at our disposa]. In
the general meetings we have the following:
" County Model Schools," by Rev. J.
Somerville, M.A. ; "'Formation of Charac-
ter in Public Schools," by Mr. William Wil-
kinson, M.A.; the President's Address, by
Mr. W. Mackintosh; " Twentieth Century
Education, a Forecast and a Criticism," by
Mr. J. E. Bryant, M.A. ; " Physiological
Psychology," by Professer Hume; " Modern
Methods in Teaching Geography," by In-
spector Hughes; " Tact in Teaching," by
Rev. G. M. Milligan ; " The Object of Early
Training," by Miss E. Bolton, of Ottawa;
" Physical Culture," by Miss Laura E. Gid-
dings, of Boston, U.S.; " Home Preparation
of School Lessons," by Dr. I. J. Birchard,
and perhaps others which at this moment
escape our notice. Every one of these pa-
pers and addresses dealt with an interesting
and important subject. Several of them
were of more than ordinary merit, and
some of them elicited discussions which
were no less interesting and valuable than
the papers themselves. When we consider,
in addition to all these, the still larger num-
ber and variety of subjects which were dealt
with in the different sections :-the Public
School, the High School, the Inspectors', the
Mathematical, the Classical, the Science, the
Modern Language, the Kindergarten -
which we cannot now even enumerate by
titles and names of writers, it will be evi-
dent that any attempt to speak of each
separately, within our space-limits would be
worse than useless. We can only, as we
have intimated, take up a few of them from
time to time as occasion may offer.

We may confess that we have had some
mental queries as to the effect which the
organization of an Association for the Dom-
inion might have upon the Provincial Asso-
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ciation. This first spring meeting of the
old society and its successful re-organiza-
tion on a broadened basis have dispelled
any doubts or misgivings as to its future.
There is, it may be hoped, room enough for
both. We hope to see the Dominion Associ-
ation take root and flourish and become a
bond of union and a point of contact be-
tween educators all over the Dominion,
But we cannot shut our eyes to the fact that
there are serious obstacles to be overcome
before this end can be reached, the " mag-
nificent distances" which are one of the
physical characteristics of our Dominion,
being of course the chief. But whatever
may be the future of the larger Association,
the teachers of Ontario have done well to
rally to the support of their Provincial so-
ciety in a manner which is full of hope for
its future development. The Education De-
partment, too, has done well in making this
possible, by its new and liberal provision for
giving leave of absence to teachers to attend
it. The Department evidently bas faith in
the convention idea. That faith is, we are
sure, well founded, " Iron sharpeneth iron :
so a man sharpeneth the countenance of his
friend."

EAST SIMCOE PROMOTION EXAMINATION
-APRIL 13 AND 14, 1892.

GEOGRAPHY.
SECOND CLASS.

1. Define River, Hill, Township, Village andTown.

2. Tell the shape of the earth and give the causeof day and night.
3. In what School Section is your schooli? In

wbat township ? In what part of the township i
4. Draw a plan of your schoolroom, marking on

it the teacher's table, the door, and the stove, andthe North, East, South and West sides or ends.
5. What ocean lies between America and Europe ?Between America and Asia ?
6. Define Town-line, School Section, Lot, City,Island and Lake.
7. Name the principal things raised and made

for sale in your section.
8. Name the bonudaries of your county, and

give the names of its towns.
e. Draw a river, showing its sources, mouth,tributaries and basin.
10. Draw a map of the township in which you

live, and mark the position of its towns and vil-
lages.

Values-lo, 10, 10, 15, 5, 12, 10, 10, 8, 15.

THIRD CLAss.

Juniors take from 1 to 5. Seniors from 6 to 10inclusive.
1. Define Isthmus, Cape, River, Bae and Delta.
2. Name cities of Ontario and tell where each issituated.
3. Tell the occupation of the people of Ontario.
4. Name towns in Ontario bordering on theGreat Lakes.
5. Through what waters would a boat pas on a

trip from Port Arthur to Montreal ?
6. Naine the northern and the southern tribu-

taries of the Ottawa River I

la

7. In what direction from Toronto is Guelph, St.
Catharines, Orillia and Ottawa ?

8. Draw an outline map of North America show-
ing countries and capitals.

9. Into what waters do the following rivers emp-
ty : Thames, Nelson, Saskatchewan, Columbia and
Grand ?

10. What and where are following: Kempen-
feldt, Quinté, Scugog, Severn and Matchedash ?

Values-5, 10, 10, 15, 10, 10, 10, 10, 15, 10,
10.

JUNIOR FOURTH CLASS.

1. Define Confluence, Tributary, Tropic, Equa-
tor, and Watershed.

2. Name the useful animals of Ontario, both wild
and domestic, and tell what uses are made of themn.

3. Draw an outline map of South America, mark-
ing its rivera, mountains and capes.

4. Naine -the exports and imports of Canada.
5. Name the chief cities of Europe and tell the

situation of each.
6. What and where are the following: Boothia,

Crimea, Land's End, Ceylon and Bothnia
Values-10, 10, 15, 10, 10, 10.

HISTORY.
THIRD CLASS.

Junior III. will take the 4th and 7th questions
with any other three. Seniors the whole paper.

1. When and by whom was America discoveredi
Where did he think he was sailing to? Name three
other explorers, telling what country sent them
out.

2. Tell what you know of the Indian tribes of
North America, giving the names of the tribes, the
locality in which esch lived, and their habits and
relations with the French and English colonists.

3. State the cause of dispute between the English
and French colonists which led to the capture of
Quebec.

4. When was Quebec taken by the English ?
What battle was fought? Who were the leaders ?
What treaty was formed, and what did England re-
ceive by this treatyl

5. Canada was governed for a time under Military
Rule. What do you understand by " Military
Rule ? " What laws were in force during this time,
and what act terminated the rule h

6. Write notes on three of the following : Fron-
tenac, Wolfe, Mackenzie, United Empire Loyalists,
Act of Union.

7. By whom are the affairs of a Town, County,
and a Township managed i What do you call the
leading officer in each i?

8. State the cause of Riel's first Rebellion.
Values-10, 12, 10, 10, 6, 12, 9, 8. Five

marks extra for neatness. 48 marks a full paper
for Juniors; 75 for Seniors.

JUNIOR POURTH CLAss.

Only six questions to be attempted, two of which
must be taken from Group B.

A.
1. Describe the zovernment of Canada from 1760

to 1774. What led to the pasaing of the Quebec
Act i

2. State (a) The cause of the war of 1812-14, and
what success Canada had in this war. (b) The cause
of the Rebellion of 1837.

3. Write notes on three of the following: Wil-
liam the Conqueror, Cromwell, Elder Pitt, Fron-
tenac, Lord Durham.

4. When, and by what act did Canada become a
Dominion? Naine the Provinces that united at
that time, and state why this union was necessary.

5. Of what does the Dominion Parliament con-
sistî *How do the members of each element recelve
their office, and for what length of time do they re-
tain it?

B.
6. Describe the habits and customs of the ancient

Britons. Why did the Romans invade Britain ?
Were the English natives of these islands If not,
where did they come ?

7. 19ame two writers living in reign of Victoria,

one in reign of Elizabeth, and also name two of the
early English writers.

8. Describe as f ully as you can two of the follow-
ing : Feudal System, Magna Charta, Reform Bill
of 1832.

Values-10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10. Five
marks extra for neatness.

SC4O01"i0oor? Mef6o s$.

MORAL INSTRUCTION.

CAN anything more be done in school than is done
in the regular studies to accomplish the highest ends
in education ? Two direct ways present themselves
-ways that areat once practicable and effective.
The first of these ways is instruction.

Regular Talks.-The use of regular talks with
pupils upon subjects connected with moral; has been
spoken of. It is true that these exercises are depre-
cated by many teachers. But a little observation
may convince us that those who deprecate most
strongly the practice of giving regular talks to their
pupils seldom resort to other and better methods.
Of course it would not be necessary or well to give
set discourses upon the various virtues to young
children. But if-say upon every Monday morn-
ing--the teacher should direct the attention of hie
pupils to some one subject, such as honesty, forgive-
ness, temperance, justice, kindness to animals, and
the like, by giving appropriate illustrations and
anecdotes, who can say that some seed may not be
sown upon good ground I The stories may be of
incidents in the lives of illustrious men and women,
or they may be of incidents which have actually
occurred within the observation of the teacher.

Incidental Instruction.-But useful as such exer-
cises are, they should not take the place of what
may be called incidental instruction. In everyschool
events are constantly happening in connection with
which some good lesson may be given at the time of
their occurrence. A boy has, perhaps, found a
knife and not restored it to the owner ; or a pupil
has copied a lesson or an examination from a class-
mate's paper ; or the boys have been playing mar-
bles " for keeps : " these and a hundred other inci-
dents of school life may furnish the very beat text
for a talk with the pupils, when the wrong or injury
done is fresh in their minds.

Devotional Exercise.-There is another exercise of
the school which sbould have an elevating influence
upon the children, and that is the devotional exer-
cise. As commonly conducted, this exercise has
little or no good moral influence; indeed, when
conducted, as it too often is, in a cold, careless, or
perfunctory way, there may be more harm than
good done by it. Indifference on the part of the
teacher induces indifference and disorder on the
part of the pupils, and when disorder accompanies
the devotional exercise, there is encouraged in the
children a spirit of disregard and contempt for
serious things which may affect the whole future of
their lives. The devotional exercise muet be marked
by a devotional spirit on the part of the teachor.
More will depend upon that than upon what is done.
When the hands,of the clock indicate that the time
for opening bas come, let every pupil be in his seat;
and when there is absolute stillness in the roor-
not before -let the teacher take the Bible reverently
in hie hands and read slowly a few verses. Then
let him repeat slowly and devoutly the prayer with
which all are familiar, and to conclude let the chil-
dren sing two stanzas of some familiar hymn. It
imay take less than five minutes for all this ; but if
it is done as it should be, in a subdued and devout
spirit, it will have an effect upon all the subsequent
work of the day. Moreover it will lead the children
to respect and venerate all the counsels that the
teacher may give, for they see botter than any one
else that such counsels come from a Christian spirit
of love.

Memorizing Gems.-Akin to this exorcise in its
effect is the recitation by the children of geins-
noble sentiments in prose and poetry. A stated
number of lines weekly-say from five to ton-
should be memorized and written correctly in books
prepared for the purpose. For this purpose two or
three of the best books of selections should be upon
the table of every teacher. These and the ordin-
ary reading-books will furnish material with which
the children's minds may be elevated and enriched.
-Prince's Courses and Methods.
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UNIVERSITY MATRICULATION IN
ONTARIO.*

BY JOHN SEATH, B.A., 1110H SCHOOL INSPECTUR.

OUR topic is University Matriculation, but we
cannot discuss it properly apart from the High
School examinations wholly controlled by the Edu-
cation Departinent. Many candidates take both
the Matriculation and Leaving examinations; by
far thegreaternumber take the purely Departmental
examinations, and the options for the latter largely
determine the options for Matriculation. Univer-
sity men, too, are beginning to see that, while they
possess the right to prescribe the courses of study
for matriculation, no satisfactory scheme can be
devised which ignores the predominating influence
of the Primary and Leaving examinations. I pro-
pose, therefore, to consider in connection with the
question of matriculation, the whole systein of
related examinations.

FiRsT, then, as to

THE PRESENT REQUIREMENTS OF THE MATRICULA-
TION AND JUNIOR LEAVING EXAMINATIONS,

(1) The standards are different ; that for the
July Matriculation being twenty-five per cent. on
each paper and forty per cent. of the aggregate;
while that for the Junior Leaving is thirty-three
and one-third per cent. on each paper and fifty per
cent. of the total-a distinction with a considerable
difference. The September Supplementals held by
the Universities themselves, present a still lower
standard for Matriculation. The percentage is
nominally the same, but it is an open secret that
the papers are easier and the examiners more
accommodating than in July.

The following statistics, which, I believe, are
substantially correct, speak for themselves:

At the July examinations held by the Provincial
Board of Examiners, 500 candidates presented
themselves. Notwithstanding the fact that only 170
passed, we have at present in the first years of the
four chief universities about 333 students, of whom
about 198 passed in July or presented pro tanto
certificates, 65 passed a supplemental, and 70
are non-matriculants, seven of the lat, how-
ever, having partially matriculated. These to-
tals are made up as follows: In the Provin-
cial University, about 151 passed the July ex-
amination or presented pro tanto certificates, 24
passed the supplemental, and about 50 are non-
matriculated. In the three other universities, 47
passed the July examinations or preaented pro
tanto certificates, 41 passed a supplemental, and
20 have not, or have only partially matriculated.

(2) Not all the subjects prescribed for the Junior
Leaving and Matriculation Examinations are ident-
ical, nor are all the papers the same in those subjects
that are identical.

English, History and Geography, and Mathema-
tics are obligatory at both ; but, with a view to
make the Matriculation standard lower, it is pro-
vided by regulation that, in these subjects, the
papers for pasa matriculation either shall be distinct
from those for the Junior Leaving Examination, or
shall be supplemented by questions especially
adapted to the latter class of candidates. Latin is
prescribed for the Matriculant only, while Mensur-
ation, Chemistry and Sight-Work in English Liter-
ature are prescribed for Junior Leaving candidates
only. The options are also different, being for the
Junior Leaving, Latin, 'Greek, French, German,
and Physics, and for the Matriculant, Greek,
French and German, French and either Physics or
Chemistry, and German and either Physics or
Chemistry.

Let us now estimate
THE EFFECTS ON THE UNIVERSITIES AND THE HIGH

SCHOOLS, OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THESE
EXAMINATIONS.

FIRST, AS TO THE STANDARD.

(1) As a consequence of the low matriculation
standard, mere elementary work has been done, and
is now being done, in the Universities, in Classics,
MathemaAtics, English and Moderns, not to speak of
Science.

Until 1890 the standard was but twenty-five per

*Paper read (April 16th) before the University ýMathematicai,Modern Lanuages, and Science Association of Ontario.

cent. in each department. No one who has had
experience in examination work needs to be told
that, even with the present higher percentage
and with equally difficult September and July
standards, a candidate may obtain twenty-five
per cent. on a paper and practically know nothing
of the subject. In this connection we have the
testimony of High School masters who have for
many years maintained that many of their matri-
culating students are unfit to take up University
work. I have besides the testimony of many mem-
bers of the University Faculties, that this opinion
is correct. They have assured me that their time
is largely wasted ; they are compelled to do mere
elemnentary achool work, and the result is a real
lowering and degradation of the whole University
standard.

(2) The preparation of the average matriculant is
insuffcient to enable him to derive fdl benefit from
the University lectures, and to attain the standard even
now prescribed in the undergraduate years.

On this subject we have the evidence of the
Board of Examiners of the University of Toronto
for 1890, contained in the report (dated April 13,
1891) of a committee, consisting of the Chancellor,
Vice-Chancellor, and President. On page 61
we find that, in the Paso Departments of English,
Mathernatics, Classics, and French and German, an
average of over thirty-two per cent. failed in the
first and second years ; the rejected candidates ob-
taining an average of twenty per cent. instead of
the requred thirty-three and one-third per cent.
This significant and extremely unsatisfatory con-
dition of affaira, the Board attributes to " the grow-
ing neglect of Pass subjects by candidates and to a
lack of sufficient supervision and direction, arising
from the inability of the teaching staff to cope with
the rapidly increasing numbers of students in the
classes of the lower years." Both of these causes
operate, no doubt, but many will agree with me
that there is at work a far more potent cause of
failure-the insufficiency of the average matricu-
lant's knowledge and mental preparation. The re-
sult, of course, is a yearly increase in the number
of those that need Supplementals, and, what is still
more significant, an increase in the number of
Supplementals themselves. The Senate and the
Board of Examinera are compelled by force of cir-
cumstances to pes most of the candidates.

(3) As a natural consequence of this insufcient
preparation, our graduates--both Pass and Honor
men-are not so scholarly as they might be.

This fact is recognized by the men themselves.
An increasing number are found each year at Johns
Hopkins, Yale, Harvard, Cornell, and European
Universities, removing defects in their education
which would not exist, to the same extent at leat,
if the standard for matriculation were as high as is
justified by the condition of the Educational sys-
tem. What our Ontario Universities need is not
pretentious post-graduate courses, but thoroughly
efficient undergraduate courses. lu further proof
of my contention, I may add-and I believe mycolleagues will bear me out-that, et the Depart-
mental Professional Examinations for High School
assistant certificates, University men-both Pass
and Honor-are rejected as often for want of
sufficient scholarship as for want of professional
skill.

So far as concerna most University departments,
the qualifications of the graduates are, I believe,
yearly becoming better; but the minimum stand-
ard, I hold, has not advanced in accordance with
the requirements of the higher educational interesta
of the Province. So inadequate, indeed, has the
Second Class Honor standard been found, that the
Education Department has been forced to raise the
minimum for specialista' certificates to sixty-seven
per cent. on the papers prescribed.

Some, however, whose position gives them ample
opportunities for forming a reliable opinion, main-
tain that there has been of late years in Ontario a
decline in the accuracy of Classical scholarship.
There are now, in fact, pass Matriculants, who ap-
pear to be unable to distinguish the different con-
jugations and the different declensions of ordinary
nouns, and the compositions they send in show
that, so far as concerna real classical knowledge,
they are in a state of almost Cimmerian darkness.
Owing to limited opportunities, I cannot say wheth-
er or not there really has been a decline in the
character of Classical scholarship. I can say, how-
ever, that many of the Pass men and too many of
the Honor men, are not in possession of that accur-

rate scholarship which is necessary for thoroughly
good work in the Classical departments of our High
Schools. It is even possible that there is a connec-
tion between this fact and the smallness of the num-
bers that now take Greek. From the nature of the
case, however, I think it probable that there has
been a decline. Years ago, Classics was the fashion-
able study. It was then generally supposed, as
even now in some localities, that no one could be a
gentleman who was not a Classic, and, as some will
remember, at one time no pupil could attend a
High School without taking Latin. As a conse-
quence, Claasics received the lion's share of attention
and the Classical honor lista were larger than at
present. Of late, however, there have arisen new
and powerful claimants on the teachers' attention,
and the amount of time now devoted to Classics is
just the amount that will insure a PAss. The mod-
ern system of examination has pervaded our schools
with a business-like spirit. Passing examinations has
become one of the exact sciences ; and when twenty-
five per cent. in Classics will suffice, not to speak of
the September supplemental, neither teacher nor
pupil considers it to his interest to secure more.
The remedy, of course, is to require at Matricula-
tion those attainments which will ensure thorough
and satisfactory undergraduate work, not, as some
advocate, to give Classics a position it does not de-
serve in our scheme of Secondary Education. The
Ontario Classical Renascence should be a gradual
one, concurrent with the growth of our material and
national prosperity. It would only injure the de-
partment to force it by any system of protection
upon those who have neither the leisure nor the in-
clination to give it the attention it requires.

In my strictures so far, I have bad in view chiefly
the University of Toronto. We are better seized
of its general condition than we are of that of the
other Universities, and we have a better right to
discuss it, as it is a Provincial institution. In view,
however, of the fact shown above, that of a total at-
tendance of 88 matriculated students in the firat
years of these Universities, 47 per cent. en-
tered through the easily revolving doors of a Sep-
tember Supplemental, I am putting the case fairly,
I think, when I assert that my strictures apply with
at least equal force to the standard attained by
them.

SECONDLY, AS To THE SUBJECTS.

(1) The present differences between the subjects
prescribed for Matriculation and for the Junior
Leavinq Examinations, interfere materially with the
organization of our High Schools.

These differences render impossible in some
cases, and difficult in all, a proper economy of edu-
cational force. An almost complete unification has
now been effected, of the different High School and
Teachers' Examinations, and we have secured for
one Board of Examinera complete control of all the
High School Examinations. Formerly, et the be-
ginning of each half year the Principal was perplex-
ed by the conflicting claims of a dozen different ex-
aminations and the construction of his time-table
was an ever-failing source of trouble. Now, how-
ever, while the difficulties of organization will never
wholly disappear, most of those that remain, so far
as concerne the examination system, are due chiefly
to the still' existing divergencies of the Matriculation
and Junior Leaving Examinations.

(2) There is not that full correlation between the
Matriculation subjects and the undergraduate
courses, which is justifled by the present condition of
our High School s.

Iii the University report from which I have al-
ready quoted, the following passage occurs on page
74:

" It is proper to observe that the present difficul-
ty (the need for further teaching strength) is inten-
sified by the fact that many students take French
and German without any, or with but the alightest,
previons knowledge of the subjects. These elements
should be acquired in the High Schools, and not in
the Universiby. It is te be hoped that they may,
in the course of the next few years, be taught uni-
versally in the schools. It is suggested that provi-
sion should be made by the University to check the
practice of students taking up French and German
without proof that they have already acquired an
elementary knowledge of them." Mutatis mutan-
dis, this quotation, I may add, applies te Science
also, for the teaching of which there is now satisfac-
tory provision in the schools of the Province.

As to French and German : the High School re-
ports for 1891 show that French is now taught in
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all but four schools, and German in all but twenty-
two. I know besides that all the staffs are com-
petent to teach French, and about half of the
twenty-two are competent to teach German. In
mont cases, the subject has been omitted by the
Principal, simply to red uce the number of his classes.
And if not all were competent, experience has
shown that the High Schools would respond to any
reasonable demand. The blame for the present
state of affairs has for years been chargeable to the
Universities, which have not constructed their
Matriculation schemes in accordance with the capa-
bilities of the Secondary Schools and have shown
the Matriculant a consideration which has proved
injurions to the interests of Provincial education.

There is, besides, another aspect of this question.
Not all the present options for Matriculation have
regard to subsequent University courses. The
High School programme embraces the departnents
of Classics, Mathematics, Sciente, and Modern Lan-
guages, with History and Geography. The Matri-
culation courses recognize all properly, exeept
Science, for which we have now four separate op-
tions : French and Chemistry, French and Physics,German and Chemistry, and German and Physics.
This provision for Science is not in accordance with
any known educational principle. It is simply thesolution of a problem inPermutationsand Combina-tions. In fact, the whole system of options is a
compromise to meet the views of the partisans ofthe different subjects ; not a reasonable scheme
based on the capabilities of the schools and the re-
quirements of the University.

(3) The present arrangement of the Primary Ex-
amitnation options discriminates against Greek.

The following table, compiled from the reports of
the Education Department, gives the number of
candidates in the different subjects in 1877 and1891;

Total Phy's. Chen B't'ny Latin Greek IFrnch O'm'

1877.... 9,227z 2,168 2,547 . 4,95 871 8,091 44.1891 ... 21,911 6,485 3,600 6,800 8,477 1,089 9,38512,320

These statistics show that there has been little
increase in the number taking Greek, while a
statement given on p. 58 of the University report
from whîch I have already quoted, shows that in
Toronto University there has been a steady de-crease in the number taking Pass Greek since 1880.132 taking it in 1880 and ouly 86 in 1890. It isproper to state, bowever, that since 1880 there hasbeen an mcrease of 43 per cent. in the HonorGreek department of the same University. Thetable also shows that since 1877, there has been arapid increase in the number taking the other sub-
jects and that the attendance at our High schools
has more than doubled. The decrease in the num-
ber taking Greek is, I believe, largely due to the
practical tendencies of the age, which are making
themselves felt all over the world. A moment's
consideration however, of the system of organiza-
tion in our High Schools will show that there has
been another influence at work in Ontario. Every
pupil who intends to take Greek takes also Latin;
and in a well-organized school, he studies first
Latin, and then Greek as soon as he has mastered
the initial difficulties of CSsar. ' When, therefore,
such a pupil il at the Primary stage, he has been at
Latin for two years and at Greek from six monthsto a year. If Greek were made an option at thePrimary, as was proposed llat year, and a two yeara'
course prescribed in it as at present in Latin, no
one would take it; all would prefer Latin as be-
ing the easier option. If, again, a one year's
course were preacribed in Greek, it would be the
favorite, because the easiest option. This latter
reult, I need hardly point out, would not conduce
to thegeneral interests of education.

(4) According to some, the courses prescribed for the
Primary and Leaving Examinations discriminate
against Latin and favor Modem Languages and
&ience.

So fer as concerns all the languages except Greek,the advantages are, I believe, about equal. In
view of the requirements of rhe Public Schools,
Science is the mont suitable option for the teacherwho has not a University course immediately invisw. Science, again, is the easiest option for those
pupils who begin their- studies later in life than
the ordinary High School entrant; and in the case
of young entrants, it has long been customary for
most girls to take French or German, and most

boys Latin. As a matter of fact only 10 per cent.
of ordinary High School entrants take the Science
course. It is taken chiefly in Forms ii., iii. and iv.
In this respect, the languages have all the advant-
age.* That Science is a favorite examination option
is due chiefly to the fact that a large proportion of
those attending our High Schools have in view a
teacher's certificate and not a University degree.
The practical tendencies of the nineteenth century
are in favor of French, German and Science; but,
in the case of Latin, this is offset by the fact that
it must be taken for University matriculation and
for the chief professional examinations.

It is also maintained by some that the prescription
of Chemistry for all candidates of the Junior Leav-
ing examination is unfair to Classics aad gives
Science an undue advantage. There may be some
force in this contention. About seven years ago,
Chemistry was made obligatory for Second Class
non-professional certificates. The opinion was then
held that it would be contrary to the interests of
our Public Schools to confer a perrmanent and Pro-
vincial certificate on teachers wholly untrained in
the processes of Modern Science, and to ignore one
of the most important developments of nineteenth-
century civilization. Chemistry was then preferred
to Botany as being of higher educational value, and
to Physics, as being more easily taught in the then
badly equipped condition of the High Schools.
When, two years ago, Leaving examinations were
substituted for the non-professional examinations,
the argument in favor of Science again prevailed;
but, in the condition of the schools and of the
Matriculation options, it was considered unwise to
substitute Physics for Chemistry. Under these
circumstances the rational course for the Universi-
ties is to modernize fully their Matriculation scheme
by making a science obligatory on all candidates;
not to ask the Education Departinent to make
Chenistry an option with Latin or Greek-a change
which experience shows would be injurious to
education and would not be justified by the ex-
ample of other modern and progressive Universities.

Under this head it is also objected, that, whereas
the Departmental scheme of examinations equates
the educational importance of the different options,
they are not of equal difficulty nor of equal educa-
tional value; thateither latin or Greek-and Greek,
in particular-is equal to both French and German,
or to an indefinite number of the Sciences. This in
a matter on which, owing to the construction of
human nature, somne of the promoters of the diff-
erent subjects hold opposite and extreme views.
Without classifying myself, I may state my opinion.
It is, I believe, far more difficult to reach in Latin
or Greek, and especially in Greek, that state of
proficiency in which the literary value o*f the lan-
guage is fairly available, than it is tO reach the
saine state in either French or German. The
educational, not to speak of the literary value of
Latin and Greek, when properly taught and given
the necessary time, is greater than that of French
and German; and, assuming the requisite mental
maturity, it is easier to become fairly versed in a
science than in a language, either ancient or mod-
ern. But for the ordinary High School entrants
the Science option, which attaches less importance
to mere memorization and more to correct ob-
servation and induction, is more difficult than
a Language one. The practical value, how-

*Hitherto the £ducation Department statistics have not shownthe numher ti esch aivision of the forms doing the work belowthe Junior Leaving Examination. In thirty4wo schooh, (tenCollegiate Institutes and twenty-two High Sehools), so far (April25th) inspected during the present year, the percentage il eachaubject, in Forma i. and Il. (II. doing the work for the Primary of
July next) la as follows

Science. Latin. Greek. French. German
Total. Per Per Per Per Per

Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent.

Form I... 2,198 10 41 1 43à 10 1/5Form I.... 1,367 37à 30 4J 36 12

These statistics may be taken as showing approximtely thegeneral tendency in the schools. The lncrsea percentage inScience lu Formn Il. ls, of course, due to the fact that mnost whotake this option are pupils of mature years who enter Form Il. inpreparing for a teacher's certificate. This is further shown by thefact that of 8,7t3 who wrote at the Primary last July 1,793 tookScience ; 1,141, French; 706, Latin; and 108, German. The de-sirability, troms the educatio.naI point of view, of a large number inthe lowest forma takinir Scie ce eis hown fromt the fact, that of17,338 in Form 1. (now Forme i. and-iI.) in 1891, only 3,743 tookthe Primary;that is, allowing fora two years course, over 50 percent. of the pl In the lowest forme never mah the PrimaryExamin s urely no educaionmaliat will maintain thatfor most of guch pupils, amattering of Latin, or French, or Ger-
man, I more suitable than an elementary course i Science.

ever, of French or German is greater than that
of either Latin or Greek. So, too, in the case
of a science, the educational value of which, be-
sides, is at least as great for the ordinary purposes
of life, as that of alanguage ; having due regard,
of course, to the fact that, assuming proper recep-
tivity, the science is more readily acquired. It is
usually not difficult to determine the relative
values of the subjects that constitute a department,
for they are parts of an organized whole; but the
determination of the relative values of Classics,
Moderns, and Science, with fractional accuracy-
for nothing less will satisfy the partisan-is a prob-
lem, incapable, I believe, of definite solution. The
parties interested cannot agree on the conditions,
and the conditions themselves vary from year to
year in accordance with the changing requirements
of our ever-progressing civilization. But the rela-
tive value of the different departments is not, I
hold, a matter of prime importance, so far at lettât
as our High Schools are concerned. What one
departinent lacks in purely pedagogical value it
makes up in greater and more available practical
usefulness; and, so far as the languages are concern-
ed, the real differentiation is more marked in the
later than in the earlier stages of their acquisition.
Most modern and progressive Universities also, as,
for instance, London and Harvard, equate Greek,
French, German, and some Science, and even so diffi-
cult a language as Arabic or Sanscrit. This course,
we have reason to believe bas proved advantageous
to the Universities and to the general public.

If I have succeeded in expressing the ob-
jections to the present examination scheme as
strongly as I feel them, it will, I think, be conceded
that the subjects for our Matriculation and Junior
Leaving Examinations should, if possible, be unified,
and that certainly the Matriculation percentage
should be raised to that of the Junior Leaving Ex-
amination, which is at present the upper limit of
our weakest High Schools.

Whether there can be a unification of subjectsevidently depends upon the objecta of these exae-
mations. The object of our High Schools, or, as
they have been well called, " the people's Colleges,'
is, by statute, two fold: to provide for the people
a good general education of a better character than
can be obtained in the Public Schools, and to pre-
pare pupils for University Matriculation. The ob-
ject of our universities is to provide that higher cul-
ture, which, unfortunately, must always be the
privilege of the few. The object.of the University
and, in one aspect, of the High School, is, therefore,
the same--to provide a liberal education for our
citizens, the difference being merely one of degree ;
and, as the Matriculation examination is but the first
step in the University course, the possibility of the
unification of its subjects with those for the Leaving
Examinations, depends simply upon the capabilities
of the High Schools and the requirements of the
Universities.

I now propose to submit, as my contribution to
this important discussion, the following scheme for
the unification of these examinations and the har-
monization therewith of the Primary-a scheme
which, as I shall try to show, metes the objections
to the present system as f ully as they can be met in
the present condition of our Secondary System.
PROPOsED SOHEME OF MATRICULATION AND LEAv-

IN(; EXAMINATIONS.
Senior Leaving Examination.

HONOR PAPSRS.
I. Obligatory:-English, History and Geography,

Mathematics.
II. Options:-(a) Latin and Greek ; (b) French

and German ; (c) Chemistry, Physice, Zoology and
Botany.

Jumor Leaving Examination.
I. Obligatory:-English (3), History and Geo-

graphy (3), Mathematics (3), Physics (2).
Il. Options:-(a)Latin (3), Greek (2), and French

or German (2); (b) Latin (3), French (2), and Ger-
man (2); (c) Latin (3), Chemistry (1), French or
Germap (2); (d) Chemistry (1), Botany (2), and
Zoology (1).

Of the above options, any one night be taken for
a teacher's non-professional certificate, and (a), (b)
and (c), for Pau Matriculation.

Primary Examination.
I. Obligatory:-English (2), History (2), Geo-

graphy (2), Mathematics (2); Reading, Drawing,
a de Çoimercial Course.
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Il. Options :-*(a) Latin (2) and Greek (1); (b)
Latin (2) and French (1); (c) Latin (2) and German
(1); (d) Physies (2), and Botany (1).

The number in parenthesis after a subject above
indicates the number of years of. the course therein.
In the case of Science it is assumed that the pupil
takes up the subject with greater mental maturity
than in the case of a language-not so much time
is, therefore, necessary.

MODIFICATIONS OF PRESENT COURSES.

I. The courses of study to remain the same as at
preseut with the following modifications :

(1) The courses in Zoology to be outlined irres-
peetively of any txit book, and the animals to be
dissected and studied te be named.

(2) The courses in English Grammar and Rhetoric
and Arithmetic to be omitted in Form IIl. and at
the Junior Leaving Examination; the examinations
in these subjects at the Primary to be about as
difficult as they are at the Junior Leaving Examina-
tions; and these subjects to be continued in Form
IV. and at the Senior Leaving Examination.

(3) The examinations in Latin, Greek, French
and German prose authors to be on sight passages,
the poetical authors, when deemed desirable, being
prescribed.

(4) A larger amount of English Literature to be
prescribed-whole works in every case ; there being
at each examination one set of authors with which
an intimate acquaintance would be required, and
another (and the larger portion) with which a
general acquaintance would be sufficient ; the
themes in composition being selected from any of
the prescribed authors, This implies also the pre-
scription of authors not of the High School Reader
for the Primary Examination.

(5) Ais uow iu the Reading, Writing aud Physical
Education in the High School course, a minimum
of two lessons a week in Science to be prescribed
for each division of Form I.; Physics in winter,
and Botany when flowers are available; and text
book& not being used ; there being, however,
no Departmental examination in these subjects
except in the case of those who take the Primary
Science option and whose special study of the sub-
jects would begin in Form Il.

Il. The papers snd standard for Pass Matricula-
tion te be the same as those for the Junior Leaving
Examination. the standard being one-third of the
marks for each paper and half of the aggregate
marks obtainable.

III. Supplemental Matriculation Examination ta
be abolished.

EXPLANATION AND DEFENCE OF LITERATURE

A brief explanation of some parts of this scheme
will not, I am sure, be out of place.

FIRST, AS TO THE COURSES.

The schene, I believe, correlates, as fully as the
present conditions of the Secondary System will
permit, the High School and University courses.
The Senior Leaving Examination covers the ground
of all the Blake scholarships but two, Moderns and
Classics, and Moderns and Science, which two
groups cannot be prescribed for this examination.
This defect is due to the fact that, being the test
for First Class Public School teachers, it must in-
clude the Honor courses in English, Mathematics,
and History and Geography. Any further addi-
tions to the proposed necessary options would
present an examination beyond the capabilities
of the average candidate and the average High
School. The Junior Leaving Examination with
the options (a), (b), and (c), embraces a Classical, a
Mathematical, a Modern Languages, and a Science
Department with a sub-department of History and
Geography. A matriculant, therefore, may select
his Honor University course, so far as the High
Schools can foreshadow it, before he entera the
University, and can secure special preparation
therefor. He also entera with a knowledge of at
least one modern language and of that science
which is the foundation of the other sciences and
with which the High Schools are now competent to
deal. Before many years, both French an< Ger-
man may fairly be made obligatory ; but the con-
dition of the High Schools would not justify this
course at present. Not all, as I have shown, are
competent to teach both French and German, and

*Since writinx th. paper 1 have thought It inght be found
desirable to add another Prniary option-French and German-
for the sake of those who do not wish to take Latin. Such

9>uptis ould. o course, omit the Junior Leaving sud take the
Senior Leaving Exarrination, If they rç,usie4 at ochool.

the proposed scheme would make a larger demand
on the High School staffs than the scheme which
now obtains. If the Universities refuse to do
elementary work, as is suggested in the University
Report already referred to, the High Schools will
soon adapt themselves to the changed circumstances.

The science option (d) for both the Senior and
Junior Leavimg Examinations is necessary in the
interests of the Public School teacher and of the
ordinary High School pupil, who bas neither the
time nor the inclination to take up properly an
ancient or a modern language.

The options for the Primary correspond to those
,or the Junior Leaving Examination, and I think I
am justified in claiming that the acheme as a whole
harmonizes the courses for the different examina-
tions. Classical men will, no doubt, see that it
will remove the present discrimination against
Greek, and put it on an equal footing with the
other subjects in the High School programme.
And, what is more important still, besides a rational
matriculation, it provides a system of examinations
which can be adapted to the requirements and the
tastes of the High School pupil who bas in view
neither a teacher's certificate nor a University
degree,-the pupil, indeed, whose claims should
always be paramount in any scheme of secondary
education.

It has been proposed by some in the interests of
Classics and Moderns, to make Latin or French or
German obligatory at the Primary or at least at the
Junior Leaving Examination. This proposal could
not, I am certain, be entertained. Not all candi-
dates for the Primary are able to attend a High
School ; many prepare for this examination at the
Public Schools ; and, consequently, an option
suited to the Public School course is indispensable.
There is, besides, the other, and, I hold, still graver
objection, that the modicum of a language pre-
sented at the Primary is neither so practically nor
so educationally valuable as the Physics and
Botany when taught as they now are taught in
most of the High Schools. If, again, Latin or a
modern language, or Latin and a modern language
were made obligatory at the Junior Leaving
Examination, we should have an undesirable in-
terference with the organization of our High
Schools ; for all candidates who had taken science
at the Primary would attempt to acquire the langu-
age in six months or a year. I need not, I am
sure, characterize the value of a language so
acquired, and acquired, too, at the advanced age of
most of the candidates. An elastic and harmonious
system of options is all that is needed or should be
expected. In the sphere of education, protection
of any class interesta is certainly out of place.

Objections have been taken to Zoology, some to
the text-book, and others to the subject itself. As
to the book : it is now no longer authorized ; the
teacher may use whatever book he pleases and the
plan I suggest in reference to this subject meets
any difficulty on this score in the best way possible.
The more we make of the teacher and the less we
make of the text-book in every department, the
better for the pupil and the better for the public.
The subject of Zoology itself is, I find, in the schools
where it is properly taught, one of the most popular
and interesting on the programme. A Science
course, too, which would ignore one of the two
manifestations of life would be a Jop-sided one,
productive of narrow and erroneous views on the
part of the ordinary student, besides being an in-
adequate preparation for a University Science
course. We must not forget, either that, from the
educational standpoint, Zoology bas as much right
to a place in a Science course as French or German
grammar has in a Modern Languages coure. Langu-
age teachers will also, no doubt, see that without
Zoology, the proposed Science option for tle Junior
Leaving Examination would not be nearly so
difficult as any of the others. On the effects of
such an arrangement I need not expatiate.

As to the omission of English Grammar and
Arithmetic. Our schools are so organized that no
matriculant could enter a University without a fair
acquaintance with both of these subjects. I do not
undervalue an accurate knowledge of the logical
structure of our language or of the principles of
numbers, or the mental training given by either ;
but, I do maintain that they now receive an
unnecessary amount of attention. I object to
philological discussions beyond the capacity of High
School pupils and to mere memorization of unim-
portant facts, and I object just as strongly to the
theory that, to be a good arithmetician, a boy or

girl should have solved in school, every conceivable
form of problem After a course in Forms I. and
Il., the pupil w o reaches Form IV. will attack
the higher problems in language and numbers with
more zest, greater mental capacity, and a wider
range of cognate knowledge. The omission of
these subjects will also allow of more thorough
work in the others and will lighten the labor of
school organization. In educational matters
Ontario is a law unto itself ; but it will not be
amiss to remember that there is no other country
in the wide world in which so much time is given
as we give, to English Grammar and Arithmetic.

The limitation of the examination in Latin,Greek,
French and German prose authors, while poetical
authors may be prescribed, needs no justification.
It is as far, I think, as we should go in this direc-
tion at present. Such a course would reduce the
curse of cram and would do more than anythig
else to make language study what it may be, and
what, in most cases, it certainly is not now, a
powerful instrument of intellectual training.

As to the English Literature : The object of a
High Scbool course is, I take it, to form in pupils
good literary taste and the habit of intelligent and
appreciative readiug. This habit can be acquired
by the minute and careful study of a comparatively
limited course ; and whether such a course will
effect the purpose depends infinitely more on
the culture and the zeal of the teacher than it
does on school programmes or examination papers.
There is no other educational force equal to
enthusiasm. But really satisfactory results can
be secured only by extended familiarity with
our best authors. It is, I believe, generally felt
that for the purposes of the cultivation of
taste, the amount of English Literature now pre-
scribed is insufficient. This defect many schools
remedy by a system of supplementary reading
which indeed, should, under any circumstances, be
maintained ; but, as not all have adopted this sys-
tem, and as in some quarters an examination is the
most powerful incentive, it would be well to adopt
the system proposed above, which is indeed, but a
reproduction of the very admirable system which
obtains in the department of English Literature in
the Provincial University.

The course proposed for the Primary would, I am
sure, prove defective were no Physics and Botany
taken by all pupils no matter what their options
might be. As a matter of general education, the
suggestion I have made is a proper one ; and it has
already been adopted in some of our best schools.
It would also secure for the pupil one year's
study of Science in Form I. and would allow Bot-
any te be, what in the nature of the subject it
should be, the first science taken in the school pro-
gramme.

The general scheme I'submit for your considera-
tion ignores the question of the relative values of
the different departments. The examiner will sim-
ply assume on the part of the pupil such know-
ledge of the subject as may be fairly expected after
a course of the prescribed length of time. The
matter of organization may be safely left to the
judgment of the High School Principal.

So much for the courses of study ;
NOW AS TO THE STANDARD.

I take the position that the present capabilities
of our High Schools and the evils of a low July
percentage for matriculation necessitate the higher
percentage I have proposed. These evils are intensi-
fied by the existence of supplementals which have
no justification, I maintain, either in reason or in
expediency. The bad effects on the Universities
are made still worse by the vicious system of, in
some cases, an apparently unlimited admission of
non-matriculated students. The High School master
who guards the door of his school with the High
School Entrance examination needs no mentor on
this subject. A lack of students, as every one
knows, does not justify the present laxity of admis-
sion into our Universities. Nor can it be justified
on any educational ground. -Those who defend the
maintenance of a supplemental, apparently assume
that the candidate who passes in some of the sub-
jects in July and in the rest in September is as well
prepared as the candidate who in July passes in all
the subjects at once; that, assuming the papers te
be as difficult, there is no real lowering of the stan-
dard in September. This is on a par with the argu-
ment that the man who can lift two hundredweight
at once is not stronger than the man who can lift
them only one by one. If supplementals were
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maintained, the examiners thereat should, of
course, be the sanie as those at the July examina-
tion ; but any argument that applies te the matricu-
lant applies also to the Junior Leaving candidate,
and it would be unwise, net te say indefensible, to
put into motion in September the complicated and
expensive machinery of the July examination.
Some maintain, and I think rightly maintain, that
it is unjust to put back for a whole year on account
of a slight failure a young man somewhat older than
the average candidate, or to reject any other can-
didate who has failed a littie in one or even two
departments ; sud that, te make provision for such
cases, a suppleiental is indispensable. To meet
this reasonable objection, the Board of Examiners
bas ouly to do what the Education Department
does at the Entrance Examination : it should take
all such extenuating circumstances into considera
tien when passng judgment upon the resulte.
Better pass a candidate at the July examination, if
his age and his general standing justify this course,
than put him and the University te the trouble and
the expense of a second examination. The amount
of knîowledge he can cramu up during the sultry days
of August je worth little as a preparation for Uni-
versity work, while the examination he passes fur-
nishes a plausible pretext for loweriig the standard
to those who think that the standing and influence
of a University depend more on the numbers it
bas on its roll than on the efficiency of the work
done by its faculties.

Before I close, let me examine briefly the other
objections I have heard urged against raising the
percentage.

The main one is the alleged inability of those who
desire a University course te qualify for a higher
standard at the age when a University education
should begin. Let us see what the statistics say
on this point. Of 1,496 who last July obtained
Primary certiticates, 534, or over mie third, were
only sixteen years of age or under--one year's addi-
tional study would, of course, fit them for the JMn-
ior Leaving-and of 1,008 who then obtained Jun-
or Leving certinfoates, 804, or nearly forty per

cent., were dhly seventeen years of age or undet.
When we consider the fact that inost of those who
take these examinations are teachers or intending
teachers, and therefore, older than most matricu-
lants, the significance of the figures caniot be gain-
said. It is surely time enough to begin a Univer-
sity education at the age of seventeen. Those for
whom the supplemental is a deus ex machina might
certainly net pass or might have to work harder ;
but the theory that a University education is desir-
able even for the intellectually weak or the intellec-
tually slothful, is not justifiable, I hold, on any
reasonable grounds whatever. My own opinion is,
that it might be a good thing in many ways for On-
tario Universities and the Ontario public, if some
did net attempt an education which Nature has
net fitted them to receive.

Another objection is that raising the percentage
would reduce the attendance at the Universities
and exact too much from the High Schools. With
the latter objection I need not deal. So far as the
Provincial University is concerned, a reduction of
the attendance would, for a time at lieast, be a bles-
Sing in disguise. The University Report te which
I have already referred shows that every one of its
departments is crowded, and consequently ineffi-
ciently taught. Raising the standard would for a
few years undoubtedly reduce the attendance, but
only for a few years; and, in the meantime, that
part of the University endowment which is now un-
productiveof revenue, would become productive,and
the Arts Faculty would then be better able to cope
with anincreased attendance. So far, too, as the other
Universities are concerned, there need be no fear.
It is well understood that they have put themselves
on record as anxious for a higher matriculation stand-
ard, and the Principal of one of them bas of late
been the foremost University advocate of the pro-
posed change. Such a change assumes, of course,
the abolition or the re-organization of matriculationi
Suppleinentals; for no honorable man or body
of men would advocate a high standard for July
and surreptitiously maintain a lower one in Sep-
tomber.

The last objection I might almest omit. It is
urged by some that a higher percentage would shut
out from the advantagesof a University education,the
sons of rich men, who do net take kindly to, or are
not mentally well equipped for, the preparatory
school-work; and that their exclusion would weaken
the influence of the University and deprive such

youths of the educative associations of University
life. This objection is an exotic ; it is based, I be.
lieve, on a misconception of the function of a Can-
adian University, and is iot in sympathy with the
trend of sentiment on the American continent. In
the last century, as is welI known, the great Eng-
lish Universities were, and to a great extent are
still, primarily, places for spending three or four
pleasant years, only incidentally places of instruc-
tion. With late breakfasts, boating, tennis, foot-
ball, and various other amusements and social en-
gagements, the poll-man (the prototype, in some
ways, of our unfortunate pass-man) has little time
for study, and unless he is much belied, he feels the
want of it just as little. He acts in accordance
with the theory, probably shared by his parents,
that he entered the University in order to enjoy
bimself an- form useful social connections.* I do
not undervalue the educative influence of Univer-
sity life, and above all, of personal intercourse with
a faculty, each member of which bas an enthusiastn
for learning and a lofty ideal of a professor's duties ;
but we have not yet an established plutocracy,
much less an established aristocracy. It will be
time enough, I trust, to deal with this question
when it has pleased Providence to affBict us with
these blessings. In the meantime, let us work out
the solution of our educational problems in the
spirit and with the aims of a democratic people.

THE BAD BOY.

HE is in every Sunday school and every chapel-
particularly in the Sunday school. He is not bad
in the downright vicious sense. He is in no dan-
ger of becoming a streetloafer, a music-hall lounger,
or a young criminal. His badness is strictly com-
patible with clean language, industrious habits,
some regard for the externals of religion, and a very
soft heart beating somewhere-as yet he hardly
knows where-under his little waistcoat. But he
is a bad boy in the Sunday achool and chapel
sense. He turni the hair of earuest superintend-
ents and teachers grey before its time. The bad
boy is disgustingly healthy, bas no more nerves
than a wall, and is as restless as a common flea in
summer. With a keen sense of the ludicrous he
unites an ever-active genius for mischief. Strong
school-benches break under him as if by magic,
class-room door-handles have a trick of falling off
in his hands ; and, to the mild consternation of
that gentleman, the teacher's chair will go over with
a bang just as he rises to engage in prayer.

The bad boy asks funny questions in order to set
the class laughing, and will, occasionally, introduce
a live stag-beetle or a new puzzle just when the
interest of the class is at its most solemn height.
He has even been known to bring a stray dog with
him to the Sunday school (and it is wonderful how
the bad boy manages te get the affection of stray
dogs, how the dogs look up to him with waggish
reverence and delight). School and chapel win-
dows have a way of getting mysteriously broken
where the bad boy is ; and if there is a high and
particularly dangerous iron fence, he prefers climb-
ing over it to going in by the door. He makes
furtive grimaces at elderly ladies, and treats even
deacons with scant respect. What ridiculously
good things he says about the minister I forbear to
mention. But the peculiar sport of the bad boy is
the chapel-keeper, and he in turn is the chapel-
keeper's bête noire. He is always in trouble with the
chapel-keeper. He gets into her special demain
surreptitiouely, interferes with the heating appar-
atus on the sly, and lays traps for ber unwary feet
in the subterranean depths where she keelos brooms
and other paraphernalia. He steal into the chapel
on the Sunday morning, and puts5 the clock an hour
forward, or carefully stops it before the service
begins. He is always turning up in unexpected
corners. and lookiug so meek and innocent that eh.
feele sure he has been playing some prank. That
he is the leading delnquent in all that goes wrong
ahe is positive, though ehe seldom catches him in
the act. Scarcely a Sunday passes but ahe seeks a
solemu interview with the officials to detail some
new enormity of the bad boy, generally finishing up
her long-visaged complainte by cautiously and con-
scientiously observing, " Not that I saw him do it,
but I feel sure he did it for all that "-which is but
one more illustration of the proverbial inconveni-
ence that attaches te a dog or a boy that has a bad

*See Bryce's " The Amerlean CommonweaIth," Part VI. Chap.
CIL These three sentences are adapted from this chapter.

name. The bad boy has one redeeming virtue.
He is very regular in nis attendance. On the
bleakest day in winter or the hottest day in sum-
mer he is there. The young scamp seems impene-
trable by cold or fog, and a broiling August after-
noon finds him the only cool and wakef ul person in
the class. Though he is seldom out of semi-dis-
grace, and is always being lectured on his fate in
this world and that which is te corne, he not only
thrives on it, but actually appears te get a hardened
attachment to the place by it. Occasionally, how-
ever, he will disappear for a Sunday or two, when
hie feelings have been more than usually wounded
by being roundly charged with something that he
bas not (worse luck) had even the ghost of a chance
of doing. That is too much for him, and se he
stays away and wonders how the school and chapel
get on without him. But he can't stand it long.
He is a genuine Sunday school and chapel boy with
all his faults, and is simply miserable away. So by
the third he is back again, as buoyant as ever, and
magnanimously willing to overlook the past and
forgive the wrong done him.

If there is a youths' institute or club in connec-
tien with the chapel, the bad boy is oue of the most
indefatigable members. He fairly wallows in
enthusiasin for the meetings, and would be there
every night in the week if allowed. But, alas 1 he
is generally sat upon by the committee, and sus-
pended-most unjustly, of course-about once a
month. Like an Irish Member of Parliament, how-
ever, he is always ready to resume his place as soon
as the rules of the " House " allow.

Another redeeming quality of the bad boy is his
decided and uncompromising Nonconformity. He
cornes of chapel folk, and he sticks te his chapel
and his Dissent through thick and thin. Most
likely he has a Radical father who has dinned into
him a sturdy regard for his "own aide," or, per-
haps, sone of the old staunch Puritan blood flows
steadily through his atout young body. And he ie
better acquainted, in sone rude fashion, with the
rights of the question than is often thought, for he
has been known to silence, with keen sarcasm and
level-headed argument, the cnmrchwarden's upstart
boy who talked of the " one true Church," and of
the great uncrowned King Cromwell as a rQgicide
and hypocrite. The bad boy's father, though "in
principle ' a Nonconformist, seldom comes te
chapel, which explains a good deal ; but he likes
his boy to come, which explains a good deal more.
And se the boy, being alone, bas a movable
eitting. He is invariably in the gallery, and by
choice as far removed from the minister's eye as
possible. By choice, also, he likes to get near te
the choir, which he worries considerably by his sly
attentions, especially liking to show hie untrained
and irresponsible vocalism at difficult parts of the
anthem. Sometimes the tenor or the bass will
complain in that adjectival and emphatic spoken
language that singers are masters of when roused
to indignation in defence of their art. And then
the bad boy's cup of joy is full. He in as pleased
as if he had seen a good boy's basket of eggs all
break at once. •

Somewhere, I said just now, the bad boy of the
Sunday school and chapel has a tender little heart
beating with generous throbs. He won't let you
se. it, if he can help it-he hardly knows it is there.
But hie mother could tell you how the baby
screams with delight when he comes in, and -how
he sat on the stairs, as still as a mouse, a whole
day, when his little brother Jack was dangerously
ill, that he might be near, if wanted te run for any-
thing. And when an opportune policeman caught
him fighting one day with a boy of the orthodox
kind of badness, and asked " the young varmint "
what he was doing, h. found it was in defence of
an ill-used cat. Se, on the whole, there ie great
hope of the bad boy. Said good Mis Betey Trot-
wood te David Copperfield: " Never be mean,
never be false, never be cruel. Avoid these three
vices, Trot, and I can always be hopeful of you."
The bad boy is none of these, so there ingreat hope.
He is troublesomc, and often a nuisance, but don't
turn him out of the Sunday school, and don't let
him slip away from the chapel. He has the grit of
a stalwart manhood in him, the ingenuityand bold
spirit of a valiant soldier of the Cross. Wait
patiently for him, and you may et se. him enrolled
in the .army of the Lord.-1R. B. S. K., in the
Christian World.

BE fit for more than the thing you are doing.
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All communications intended for this departnent

should be sent before the 20th of each month to
Chas. Clarkson, B.A., Seaforth, Ont.

BONDS, DEBENTURES, SINKING FUNDS,
ETC.

1. WHAT Sinking Fund (S) must be set aside
each term to cancel a debenture (D) with the
amount accumulated by the fuid at r per $ interest
per term ?

SOLUTION.-Thn several amounts of $1 for 1, 2,
3, etc., n terms are (1+r), (1+r)2 , (1+r)3, etc.
(1 + r)"

or R, R2, R 3 , etc. R" if we make R=1+r
Hence at the settlement we must have
D= S +SR+SR2 + etc. +SR"-'
DR= SR+SR 2 +etc.+SR"- +SR"

i.e., DR -D=SR" -S, or
D (R -1) i.e., Dr=S(R" -1)

Hence S=Dr÷(R" -1) (1)
and D=S(R" -1)÷r (2)
EXAMPLE 1.-Suppose a city owes $600,000 in

debentures due at the end of ten years, what an-
nual sinking fund invested at 6 % compound inter-
est will provide for the payment at the end of the
period ?

Here D = 600000, r = -06, R = 1-06, and S
(600000 x -06)÷(1-0610 - 1)=45550.

EXAMPLE 2.-What amount of debentures may a
town issue on the basis of a sinking fund of $1,000
a year invested at 6 % for a term of ten years ?

Here S=1000, r='06, R=1-06 and D=1000
(1-0610 - 1)÷06=$13,174.

II. Find the rate of interest realized by pur-
chasing a bond of $B at a market price $P, the face
of the bond being payable in n ears, and in the
meantime interest on the face value at r per dollar
per annum 1

SOLUTION.-Suppose the current rate of interest
is a per dollar per annum, and let x =rate of inter-
est per dollar realized by the buyer. Then
P(1+x)" =the amnount of the purchase money at
the end of the period. The income derived from
the bond will=B+Br+Br(1+a)+Br(1+a)2+etc.
+Br(1 +a)"-

=B+Bri (1+a)" -1 -÷a=P(1+x)"

(1+x)= ' Ba+Br(1+a)" - Br -(Pa)' (3)
EXAMPLE 3.-A $100 bond bears 4 % interest

and bas 26 years to run. The market price in 114
when money is going at 3½ % ; what rate does the
buyer realize ?

Substituting in (3) we get

1+ x (3-5+ 4(1035)2e - 4 =1-033
3.99

Hence the rate is 3j %.
If we wish to know what rate ought to be paid

for the bond to realize a given rate per cent. we
have from the above

P= ý Ba+Br(1+a)" -Br ÷a(l+x)"
ExAMPLE 4.-To make 5 % on the investment in

7 %, 12-year bonds, what must be the price paid ?
Here B=100. a= 025, r= -035, if we suppose the

interest payable half-yearly as is usual, n=24,
x=·025. Hence we have by substitution

P= . 2.5+3-5(1025)24 -3-5 þ ÷-025(1'025)24
= 118

III. If a loan $P is to be paid back in ib terms
by equal instalments sA, to find the rate of inter-
est per term realized by the creditor.

SOLUTION.-Proceeding as in case I, we sec that
PR"=A(R" -1)÷r

i.e., P(1+r) = -) A( +r)" - A 5÷r. from which
we require to find r. With n a small number we
can approximate the value of r in special cases.
See H. Smith's Arithmetic, page 342, No. 2. But
in general the solution of this equation is not prac-
ticable on account of the labor involved in applying
Horner's method or Newton's method of finding
the roots. Several attempts have been made to

find simpler formulas that would give approxima-
tions, but none are considered satisfactory. Sec
Cherriman and Loudon's Loan Tables, p. 47, where
Halley's formula and Bailey's formula are givenwith criticisn. In the April number of THE
JOURNAL for 1889 we published an investigation byB. F. Burleson, of New York State, in which be
obtains an equation similar to the above, and gives
the following rule deduced from the formula :-

RULE.-Divide the interest on the premium six
months at the rate per cent. received on the sink-
ing fund deposits, by the compound interest on one
dollar, compounded semi-annually, at the rate per
cent. received on the sinking fund deposits for the
time it takes the bond to mature ; subtract the
quotient fron the value of a coupon, and divide
the remainder by the price paid for the bond, and
the quotient is the rate per cent. of semi-annual
compound interest received for the ingestment.

He thinks that if B=bond, n=time in years, r=rate of interest on bond, P=premium over face
value paid for bond, A= the amount of each sink-
ing fund deposit, R=the rate per cent. received
semi-annually on each sinking fund deposit, then
[(1+R)- -1]A=PR, and states that the required
rate per cent. of compound interest received semi-
annually

BR PR)
2_ ~(1 + R)- 1 ÷(+P

But we have to confess that we do not perceive
how the formula is derived, and would be glad to
receive enlightennent. Perhaps some of our read-
ers can make it clear and show that Mr B.'s rule is
or is not a correct expression of the facts of the
case.

However, we have here given sufficient evidence
to satisfy the many persons who have during the
past five years sent us this problem in various
forms, that it is much eaier to propose than to
solve it, and that our space could not prudently
have been devoted to problens of a practically in-
soluble type. Nevertheless, if any one can give
new light on the question we will make way for the
illumination.

THE following problem and solution, clipped
from a contemporary since the above was written,
will show how an approximation may be obtained
by logarithms when the number of instalments is
not too large :-

On April lst a man borrows £57, and agrees to
repay the lender £60 by ten eaual instalnients on
the lst of each month following'; find what rate of
interest per cent. per annum the borrower is
paying.

SoLuTIoN.-Supposing the interest due every
month, or every instant; then, if R=amount of £1
for one month, we have

19R10=24 R+R+..+1 ............ (1).
If we attempt to solve this equation by Horner's

method, the work is very long. Using logarithms,we have

E R= lg 1Re og¯ 2= -1-0222764;

when R=1-009, E= -1-0212538 ; when, R=1-01,
E= - 1-0235865. These values give R = 1-0094384
as a first approximation to the value of R in.(1).
On trying 1-009438, 1·009437, 1.009436, we see
that a very close approximation is R = 1 00943626.
Using this value Ri2 =11193005 ; therefore rate of
interest is 11-93005.

CORRESPONDENCE.
41. By H.G.M.
Find the least sum of money that can be paid

both by a whole number of farthings and by a
whole number of mills.

SOLUTION.-5 cents=3 pence
or 50 mills=12 far.
or 25 " =6 "
i.e., 2½c. =lid., but as we have no

coins of these denominations we must take the
three-penny piece and the five-cent piece, or else the
six-penny piece and the ten-cent coin, if the three-
penny piece is considered obsolete.

42. Miss J. K. sends the following for solution
Given a3+8c=4ab (1)

and a2d=c2, prove that (2)
4bed=8ad2+cs.

SOLUTION.-We see that a4d 2 =c4 by squaring (2);
also that a 2 dc 2 

=c4

Hence c4 =a 4
d 2 

= a2
c

2
d

But a3 + 8c = 4ab. Multi ply this term by termand we get
a3 c4 ±8a4cd2=ý4a3bce2d

'.e., c3 +8a 3 d 2 =4bcd, by dividing through by
a3 c, the common factor.

43. (Problein IIL, November, 1891.)
A father divides his property among bis children

as follows :--The first gets $a and one n*, of the re-
mainder; the second gets $2a and one ntI of the re-
mainder; the third gets $3a and one n' of the
remainder ; and so on for the x children. It turns
out that all have received equal shares. Find the
number of children,. the share of each and the
value of the whole property.

SOLUTION.-Let P=property. Then the last
child gets xa since there is no remainder to add -
but since the property is equally divided, each getsP÷x

. P=ax2 Also the first share is equal to the
1last share, .-. a+- (P-a)-xa. In this write ax2
n

for P, x 2 --nx+(n -1)=0, of which the only ad-missille root is x=n -1. Hence P=a(n -1)2, oneshare=a(n -1).
44. Alfred, Edward and Herbert corne each with

his pail to a spring well, and a question arises
about the quantity of water in the well ; but none
of them knowing how much his pail will hold, theycannot settle the dispute. Luckily Mary comes
with a pint pitcher, and by its aid they dicover
that Alfred's pail holds half a gallon more
than Edward's and a gallon more than
Herbert's: but before any further progress ismade the pitcher falls from Mary's hand and is re-duced to fragments. They find, however, that thewater in the well fills each pail an exact number of
times ; that it fills Herbert's pail eight times
oftener than it fils Edward's, and Herbert's fortytimes oftener than Alfred's. How many gallons
does the well contain ? Ans.-15.

45. Two glasses of equal size contain different
mixtures of wine and water ; îths of the strongermixture is added to ¾ths of the weaker ; the two
remaining portions are also mixed together. Of
these two new mixtures the stronger is a certain
number of times stronger than the weaker, and the
stronger of the two original glasses was twice the
sanie number of times as strong as the weaker.
Compare the strengths of the two original glasses.
Ans.-4 : 1.

46. Three cubical vessels, A, B, C, whose capa-cities are as 1, 8, and 27, are each partially filled
with water, the quantities of water in them being
as 1, 2 and 3 respectively. From A water is
poured into B, and from B into C, so as to make
the depth in each vessel the sarne, After this
128f cubic feet of water is poured back from C into
B, and then from B into A so much as to leave the
depth in A twice as great as the depth of the waternow in B. A now holds 100 cubic feet of water lessthan at first. How much did the vessels contain
originally ? Ans.-500, 1000, 1500.

N.B.-Several correspondents have received bymail solutions to questions that have previouslybeen solved in this department, or that were other-
wise unsuitable for publication. We trust that
they have proved satisfactory helps to our friends,and that in return they will not neglect THE
JOURNAL at the Conventions.

IN the course of our reading we should lay up inour minds a store of goodly thoughts in well
wrought words which shall be a living treasure ofknowledge always with us and upon which, at var-
ious times, and amidst all the shifting of circum-
stances, we might be sure of drawing some corn-
fort, guidance and sympathy.-Arthur Helps.
NEw times demand new measures and new men-
The world advances and in time outgrows
The laws that in our father's day were best;
And doubtlesa after us some purer scheme
Will be shaped out by wiser men than we,
Made wiser by the steady growth of truth.

-Lowell.
No good book or good thing of any sort showsface at first.- Carlyle.
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METHODS IN ARITHMETIC.
(Cntinued from last week).

ARNOLD ALCOTT.

IN my last paper Long Division was out-lined as it would be introduced to beginners
in techncal Division. Now, let none of my
readers mistake the assertion which was
made, viz., that Long Division was intro-
duced as preparatory to Short Division. It
is not the intention to perfect pupils in
Long Division at once, so that they maybe able to use any divisor, but merely to
introduce them to the different processes
in a more graduai way than is afforded byShort Division. Practice with such divisors
as 102536, 1034 down to 105, 102 etc., willbe quite sufficient preparation for ShortDivision.

SHORT DIVIsION-SLATE WORK.
l.-Divide first by 2 and give only evennumbers, so as to have no remainder. The

teacher puts a row of figures across the
board thus,

246, 486, 624, 688, 246
and pupils divide as fast as possible. This
is followed by slate problems of a similar
character.

Get pupils perfected in working fast.Ail processes in arithmetic may be divided
into two parts, thought and work

It is obvious that many of us can think
ahead of our power to work ; for, we can
solve many abstruse problems, but how
many of us teachers can add, subtract, mul-
tiply and divide " faster than lightning," asthe boys say.

Let us spur on our work processes, andget our pupils to travel fast with their fin-gers, in such work as the four simple rules.
2.--Rapidity having been gained, we canproceed in a similar way with 3 as divisor,

using only the figures 3, 6, 9 in the divi-
dend.

3 .- Time-tests with about eighteen fig-
ures across the slate are good for develop-
iug rapidity.

4.--Of course the next difficulty will be
when the divisor is not contained an exact
number of times in any digit of the divi-
dend, as 2)32 . Explain this by the bun-
die idea with which you first taught nota-
tion and numeration. Pupils know that 2
goes into 3 once, and the bundle idea shows
them that one over is one bund le, or ten of
the next lower denomination

2)32 2)111-

5.-As was said in previous numbers on
Methods in Arithmetic, so again, do not
allow the carrying figures, the divisor or
the multiplier to be put down.

6.-While watching my class working
time-tests the other day, I noticed one ner-
vous little fellow who was working toler-
ably fast for so young a boy, putting his
pencil in his mouth quite frequently. By
the way, have you ever done it yourself ?

Of course we showed him that he lost
time and that it was of no use to him to
wet his pencil. Do not allow any of your
pupils to do like this little one of mine.

7.-Get your pupils to do their work in

numbers with the brain, and not with the
lips and fingers. The latter should be a
machine for registering the results, but
should not assist in obtaining results. Last-
ly, and I think I have said it several times in
previous articles, do not forget that time-
tests are the best means of developing rapid-
ity in the work processes in arithmetic.

Time-tests may be of two kinds :
(a) We limit the time and give 'our

pupils a certain ainount of work, which
must be finished in that time. Time limited
and work limited.

(b) We limit the time but give our
pupils a chance to do as much as they pos-
sibly can do in that time. Time limited,
work unlimited.

The latter it seems to me is the better,
from an ethical point of view.

Let me illustrate:-
The former (a) includes in Addition a

question of say 60 figures, 5 across, and 12
lines down, time one minute, or one and a
half minutes according to grade of class.

It also includes what might be called Con-
tinuous Division. Thus, divide by 2

846973
423486-1
211743
105871-1

And so on to zero. Do not have lines
drawn between, or the divisor put down.
Subtraction tests may be given by taking
a number such as, 846986, and telling pupils
to subtract 2 every time. Thus:

846986
624764
402542
380320
158098
35876

We may leave the digit on the left hand
side when it is smaller, as in the last case,
and go on as before.

The latter (b) includes Continuous Mul-
tiplication of which we have already
spoken in previous articles. In Addition,
work may be unlimited, but time limited by
telling pupils to start with a number say 3
and add 4 continuously thus,

3
7

11
15
19, etc.

This may be taken orally as well, and it
is a panacea for sluggishness, dullness, etc.,
in a class. It is one of the best of cures.
Five minutes of this work is sufficient to
enliven a class to your satisfaction.

Let me show how to apply the terms
divisor, dividend, etc., etc.

These have been learned incidentally of
course, and may be reviewed thus,

Pupils have worked this question.

102635 ) 5569936874 ( 54321 times
512680

78,818 over.

Now write a statement as follows :-
This is a question in Long Division.

102,536 is the Divisor.
....... is the Dividend.
54,321 is the Quotient, and
78,818 is the remainder.

I shall conclude my articles for the pre-
sent on Methods in Arithmetic, unless some
one wishes further papers on other parts of
our number work, or wishes to ask pertin-
ent questions bearing on the information
already given.

SINGING SOFTLY.
RHoDA L»a.

SINGING is not always music. The ex-
perienced teacher, will, I presume, agree to
this statement. The word music suggests
at once a sweet, soft, melodious harmony
that is not at all times found in the public
schools of our land. Music and nothing but
real music is found in a great many of our
schools we can thankfully say, and yet on
the whole there is room for improvement.
Thinking over the subject of primary sing-
ing I felt that there was no feature of it
that required more attention than the
quality of softness in tone. An eminent
teacher of music stated once that, although
she had little or no knowledge of music as
a science, yet she was confident that she had
never spoilt a voice. On being questioned
as to her methods, she replied that she had
one ever-present rule which was, "Sing
easüiy and softly." That seems to me to
supply the key to the successful teaching of
music.

Of course the only rational way of teach-
ing music to children is by the method now
so well-known and tried-the Tonic-Sol-fa
-which, through the manuals prepared by
Mr. Cringan and others, is at this time
within reach of every one.

We cannot give any great amount of
•voice-training in our schools, but we can
prevent voice destruction and that by means
of soft singing. How wonderfully those
harsh voices and rasping tones can be soften-
ed and sweetened ! Yes, until they produce
nothing but the most perfect harmony.
Some of the sweetest class singing I ever
heard was from thirty or forty rough,
poorly-clad boys, who loved singing with all
the intensity of their natures and had the
advantage of training from a skilled teacher
of music. Their power of imitation was of
considerable assistance, I imagine. The
voices of little children properly trained and
with good home surroundings are naturally
gentle and sweet, and it is only when they
hear harsh, loud, and disagreeable tones on
the street and elsewhere that we find that
element creeping into their voices also.
This is what we try to overcome in the
school life, and we can best do it by imita-
tive exercises in both speaking and singing
voice. Call it the mocking-bird game or
anything else you please; it will delight
your scholars and work wonders in their
speech.

A great deal of our training for singing
is given in connection with that of the
speaking voice. The training is embraced
in the following seven points; 1. Proper
position of the body. (Hands resting easuy

* 29
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in the lap ; at times a standing position.)
2.* Right management of the breath. (For
this give definite breathing exercises.) 3.
Good quality of voice. 4. Correct sounds
of vowels. 5. Good articulation and pro-
nunciation. 6. Intelligence. 7. Expres-
sion. With a foundation such as this would
make, who could be sceptical as to results.
There is no part of this training that should
be attempted without softness of tone,
where tone is possible, and acting reflexively
it all produces the quality of softness so
desirable.

" But," it is said, " does not this kind of
singing take away all life and expression
fron singing ? " No, it does not. It cer-
tainly banishes all the shouting and screan-
ing we have heard in by-gone days, but
far front destroying expression, it is just in
this way we get it. We get life and spirit
by quick singing, and we can make the
songs far more bright and lively in this way
than in any other.

Before leaving the subject of singing a
word as to the suitableness of songs. 1t is
necessary that we should select songs with-
in the scope of the child-mind, the subject
being one with which he is familiar. It is
important in the highest degree that the
children should understand the thought of
the song. It should be made the subject of
more than one conversation with the class,
careful attention being paid to articulation
of words and correct vowel sounds also.
A child cannot give proper expression to
what he does not thoroughly understand.
We do not want the parrot-like repetition
of mere notes or words. We want thought
produced through the medium of Music.

A MANUAL OF PUNCTUATION
AND SOME MATTERS OF TYPOGRAPHY

DESIGNED FOR PUPILS, TEACHERS, AND
WRITERS.

BY JAMES P. TAYLOR, LINDSAY.
(Continued).

6o. And he did so, good man, in a strain, and
on a subject, and with a manner, little eloquent.-
Peep O'Day.

61. It is found in all parts of the world-on trop-
ical islands, in America, and on the bleakcoasts of
Alaska and Siberia.- Third Reader.

62. We have an English proverb that says:
"He that would thrive must ask bis wife."-
Franklin.

63. Mrs. Squeers bas been bis mother, grand-
mother, aunt-Ah ! and I may say uncle too, all in
one.-Mr. Squeers.

64. He wished to please everybody ; and, hav-
ing little to give, lie gave expectations.-Franklin.

65. This was Lord Clifford, who, with a chosen
body of eight hundred horse, had been despatched
to relieve the castle.-Fourth Reader.

66.-No man is born without the sense of touch,
but many are born without the sense of hearing ;
and, wherever this is the case, we are entitled to
look for habits of sight -UPham's Mental Philoso-
,Ohy.

67. Wolfe, convinced that retreat would be im-
possible were be beaten, passed along the ranks of
the army, animating bis men to fight well.-
Garneau.

68. But, as we floated on, we left the glorious sea
behind.-Second Reader.

69. Ah, dear me-I'm very-I beg pardon-I
really-pray who is it I have the pleasure of speak-
ing to?-Leigh Hunt.

70. Reward this gentleman ; for in my mind you
are much indebted to him.-Fourth Reader.

71. The lion belongs to the cat kind ; that is, he

is similar in form and structure to the cat.-Second
Reader.

72. Apuleius says, that Venus herself, if she
were bald, would not be Venus.-Leigh .unt.

73. They do not become brown till they are
ro tsted, and, after they are roasted, they have to be
ground to a powder.-Second Reader.

74. The huge hogsheads are turned right side up
and cleaned out, to receive the sap that is gathered.
-Fourth Reader.

75. Yes, the oil is made from the inside or true
skin of the whale-the skin which keeps the whale
warm. -Second Reader.

76. This mode of reasoning by enthymeme is
frequently employed, for the sake of brevity : and
it is often needfiul to supply the omitted premise, in
order to detect a latent fallacy.-Murray's Logic.

77. But, as he could not climb the tree, he puz-
zled himself for some time to find a way to get at
it. -Second Reader.

78. Our words are too often signs for crude and
hasty, for indefinite and indefinable, generaliza-
tions.- Whitney.

79. I wish society was not so arbitrary, I wish
it was not so exacting- Bird, be quiet !-Little
Dorrit.

8o. Gebir, my old free-mason, and prince of plas-
terers at Babel, bring in your trowel, most Ancient
Grand --Chas. Lamb.

81. And observe, two distinct ends were to be
accomplished in doing this.-Ruskin

82. They bound themselves by oath to accept no
quarter ; and, having gained Maisonneuve's con-
sent, they made their wills, confessed, and received
the sacraments.-Fourth Reader.

83. If, as some contend, man bas been a denizen
of this world for some ten or twelve thousand years,
what, I would ask, was he doing the first five or six
thousand ?-Hugh Miller.

84. In 1843, Livingstone, the celebrated travel-
ler, settled as a missionary at Mabtosa, a beautiful
valley in South Africa.- Third Reader.

85. It is a peculiarity about eating warm maple-
sugar, that, though you may eat so much of it one
day as to be sick and loathe the thought of it, you
will want it the next day more than ever.-Fourth
Reader.

86. We are not the couverts of' Rousseau; we
are not the disciples of Voltaire ; Helvetius bas
made no progress amongst us.-Burke.

87. Since then, I have worked hard and con-
stantly as a lumberman ; and, thanks to God, we
are safe, sound, and happy !-A udubon.

88. Operations of copying take place, by printing,
by casting, by moulding, by stamping, by punching,
with elongation, with altered dimensions.-Old
Advanced Reader.

89. But now echoing cheer on cheer, redoubling
volley on volley, trampling the dying and the dead,
and driving the fugitives in crowds, the British
troops advanced, and swept the field before them.
-Parkman.

9o. Now, as in those early days, bis heart was
pure ; no anger remained in it ; no guile taintedit;
only peace and good will dwelt in it.-Thackeray.

9I. But, although the Cortes, thus reduced in
numbers, necessarily lost much of its weight, it still
maintained a bold front against the usurpations of
the crown.-Prescott.

92. The earlier portion of bis career was devoted
to fiction ; the later portion to his numerous bis-
torical and biographical sketches. -Spalding's Lit-
erature.

93. A gentle murmur seemed to say, that, in one
of Mr. Lillyvick's station, the objection was not
only natural, but highly praiseworthy.-Nicholas
Nickleby.

94. We believe, that all which they know of the
matter is, that it will not be brought about by them-
selves.-Leigh Hunt.

95. Thompson's style becomes occasionally in-
flated anc wordy ; but, as to the ring of bis blank
verse, it bas been well said, that, with all its faults,
it is bis own-not the echo of another poet's song.
-- Collier's Literature.

96. Besides, it is worthy of remark, that, by
habituating to the practice of pointing, their atten-
tion will naturally be directed to clearness of
thought and accuracy of expression.- Wilson's
Punctuation.

97. In that year he bad already lost the use of
one eye, and was warned by the physicians, that,
if he persisted in bis task of replying to Salmasius,
he would probably lose the other.-De Quincey.

98. Do I advance a paradox when I say, that,

skipping over the intervention of forty years, a man
may have leave to love himsel/, without the impu-
tation of self-love.- Chas. Lamb.

99. When we go to war, do any white men join
us? No: they look on contentedly, and see us
weaken ourselves by mutual slaughters ; ever ready
to step forward, the battle once finished, and enter
upon lands bedewed with our bloodshed.-Garneau.

oo. The mischief is, that the poet, theorizing
and poetizing by turns, loses bis hold of bis readers
more than other writers whose topics are less ab-
stract.-Spalding's Literature.

LOI. Colonel Bougainville, who was at Cape
Rouge, did not receive, till 8 o'clock a.m., an order
to march towards the Plains of Abraham.-Gar-
neau.

102. The comprehensive feature, or plan, may
usually be given first ; and, if there be danger of
its dropping out of view, it should be repeated.-
Bain's Rhetoric.

103. But let us go to the Lodge, that we may go
about our business there before the sun sets.
Woodstock.

104. The daughter of his master fell in love wiffi
bim ; and when he had made bis escape, eloped to
follow him.-Spalding's Literature.

105. It may also be seen that, as exposition is
not the chief end in view, the practical writer does
not confine himself to following out any single
principle, but introduces allusions to every doctrine
that be thinks bas any bearing on bis subject.
Bain's Rhetoric.

1o6. But that which gave the brightest lustre, not
only to the eloquence of Chatham, but to his char-
acter, was bis loftiness and nobleness of soul.-
Lord Mahon.

Boo iohqes, etc.
Any book here reviewed sent post paid on receipt of

price. Address l'e Grip Printing & Publishing Co.,
Toronto.

Scott's Lacdy of the Lake. Edited by W. J. Rolph,
Litt. D. Houghton, Mifflin, & Co.

Mr. Rolph bas displayed in his many editions of
modern English texts the same scholarly accuracy
and taste that mark his editions of the Shaksper-
ian plays. In the volume before us (No. 53 of the
Riverside Literature Series) we have a text, accur-
ate from laborious collation of the earlier editions
of the poem, and " nearer right than in any edition
since 1821." In the hundred pages of notes follow-
ing the text, the editor has gathered a copious bar-
vest of commente, not only from Scott's own notes
and Lockhart's, but f rom English literature of all
periods. A most commendable feature is the free
employment of passages from other works of the
poet in illustration of beauties or difficulties of the
text, thereby defining-as definition is best made-
by example. Abundant illustrations lend grace and
interest to the text ; one after another we see Ben-
venue, St. Fillan's Hill, the Brigg of Turk, Loch
Katrine, Lomond, Acray, Stirling, and the many
other picturesque scenes of Scott-land, rising from
the pages. One omission alone we note-the
absence of a biography of the poet and a sketch of
the condition of English Literature at the time
Scott's poetry appeared. Some little trace of bis-
torical setting would surely be in place in any
edition of this nature.

We trust that such a tasteful and accurate edition
with the scholarly notes from Dr. Rolph's able
pen will find its way rapidly into school libraries.
As the poem is prescribed for 1894, we trust that
this edition, the best school edition that bas yet
appeared, will be generally used. The price (30 ets.)
at which the volume is issued would be a welcome
change from the prices at present ruling Literature
texts here.-F. W. S.

TORONTO PUBLIC SCHOOL BOARD,
TORoNTO, Marh 21, 1892.

GRIP PRINTING AND PUBLISHING Co.
DEAR SIRS,--I beg leave to acknowledge, with thanks, the re-

ceipt of a copy of "Arithmetical Problems,' compiled by Mr. G
H. Armstrong.

Collections of practical problems are always of great service to
live teachers and are exceedingly acceptable. Mr. Armstrong bas
certainly conferred a boon on his fellow-teachers by giving themn
access to such a useful book. Yours faithfully,

W. F. CHAPMAN.
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THE Ontario College of Oratory, Toronto,
announce a Summer Session at Grimsby Park, COD
commencing July 5th, and continuing until V HAT &E W ANT.

AoAugust I5th. A very full course of instruction 9
has been arranged and students who take ad- CODvantage of it will have an opportunity of de-
velopin themselves both mentally and physic- m who h e ra ins
ally. e secretary, Mr. A. C. Mounteer O
B.E., will gladly furnish further information to and e to enable h e to b.
all desirous of taking advantage of the course. MZ a d e e g n u h t n b e t e o b

THE Oitawa Evening Journal in a recent CO leaders, to accept opportunitie
issue says: " The Canada Business College M oim
of Hamilton, Ont., (R. E. Gallagher, Princi- seldom for m a c what
pal), is considered to be the best Business
College in the west." This seems to be the
general opinion regarding this old established This cut shows the design of the Perfection Buttor youcan do during the coning vacation.
popular school. It claims to have now in less Football as it is registered in Great Britain, and ie
business over a thousand graduates who are epeset, to the fullest degree perfection in shape. No con a can

daily Uerf-tio in workmanship, perfection in the mainrial N o p n a
daily carrying into practice its teaching. i in us manufacture, and perfection in finish, and

having the fewest seams, it is uidoubiedly the best tWEa5E
wearng bal n h market.

HOSPITABLE. W h importing these halls direct fron
IF I step in to sec Lucille, Scotland for the past twelve years. tili now our trade

Andextends fro one end of the Dominion ta, the other.j'fl
And take a cup of teaand althoug h. owing to the advance in leather and Th e p rn a dR ealLf ÀCO

She'll fill a dainty cup and say, ribnteI onrw aelsn ople c
"Now, Jack, have one with me ! slightly increase our prices, we are confident that we

are giving the besi possible value for the money. HON. G. W. ROSS, H. SUTHERLAND,
PRICE LIST Preside nt. manazger.

DR. T. A SLOCUM'S Association Football* Complote
OXYGENIZED EMULSIONSizes: No.x No. 2 NO3 No. 4 No. H AD OFFI , Manning Aroade, - TORONTO
COD LIVER OIL. If you are Feeble and$3-S
Emaciated-Use it. For sale by all druggists. Perfection ChromeaymciaIButtonlessH STUDY. LATIN and OREEK at a
35 cents per bottle. only one size w . . . use the $-ETERLINEAR

Seon uali t Bt8n....s . $1-50 $1-75 $2.25 CLA 08O." Sample pages and Cat- 2CuoSTol$O
Rugy Mtc Balvery superior, $3,25, alogue of School Books, free. CJ. D.SILVER & ____

THE National Business College of Ottawa, Assoc'n Rubbers and Covers Separate e SONS Publishers, PhiladelPi, Pa. Address all
for some time past under the management of No. NO. 2 No..3 No. . N. order, wholesale or reiail, to h Baker & Tay' Agents in Canada for the Milton Bradley ConaY

-5lor Ce., 740 DroadlwaV, No. A .Mr. C. H. McCargar, bas changed hands and u .... o.6o $o.70 $o-8o ,o,, $I.oo Sohool and Kmdergart»n *awl'lUs
will now be known as the Ottawa Business ,sea t o
College. Mr. McCargar's failing health com- T ia d. v aca

elled him to remove to Denver, Colorado, and Chrome Buttonles. On sa ry unacation. Apply at
be bas been succeeded by Mr. John Keith, a Infiators, Brass Piston, The Little Wonder, 6o cîs.; once for full particulars belote vacancy
gentlemen of large and varied experience i large size, $i.no. Football Shin Pads, good leather, is filled. One teacher for each county. ehe

cloth lined, 75 cts. a pi.Football Shin Pads, best are very successful in our generai agency work. We,the special instruction imparted at this college. leaiherchamoislin $x.ooapair. RubberCement are the only growers with nurseries in Canada andThe Ottawa Business College will, doubtless, r repair Rubbers, C a package. United States. Splendid openig for a few live mn
under the'new ma ent be as succesfuil as IFootball and How te Pl with tact and energy, who can organise and manage or $HRCOIRR
u the and every. effort to surpass Pie*% 20 onte. A new and enlarged

itsthis book now rfcdyi eontannicg y.e latuils Mg recod forefllcency.rules for plying Association Football and valuable BROWN BROS. CO.. TORONTOT:
- ~hints topayers. Thse author is one of the most ex. This House il s neliable lac. Cc. Paid Capitl oo. -

pert players in Canada, and thse book is admitted to
THE demand for practical business education be the most practical and useful of its kînd published.

is steadily increasing, and in response to this One copy will be sent FREE with each order for a
demand we are pleased to learn that Mr. W. complein football.
H. Shaw, principal and prnprietor of the Cen. Any article in above lit mailed free on receip of
tral Business College, of Stratford, Ont., willi to ny aess inth mon o Canad r
orgamie a counterpart of his excellent institu- tered letier; or, if convenieni, a post office order is
tion in our city ait an early date. This new asuielysafe. LUMOEN &WILSON, Import-
college will be ready for the reception of r o Football Gouds, Saforth, Ont.
students On Sept. Ist next, and will occupyelegant and commodjous premises in the TEAOHERS WANTED
Arcade building, corner of Gerrard and Yonge For vacancies ofail tinds in nearly every section of the
streets. We welcome all worthy institutions United States. Write and learn about the A a C p Et oI n
of this kind, as they tend to strengthen our s of our well tried
city in er position as the educational centre of CO-OPERATIVE PLAN
our country, and from what we have learned of obtaining vacancies, and filling positions through noes by Jo H .Pser K . ited from
of Mr. Shaw's Stratford College, and of his l agents and members. Circulars and application n plate oine pr, wîi ail
ability as a thorough teacher, we are sure his ksfree. Agents wanted. ae on re pide of a12Toronto school will meet with much success. 100.O1L UIVERSiT! BUREU, p lumin apoiate sots

__________________________' Throop St., Chicago, Ill.aitelwral icof$2

Beautfu L:thographed Diplomas, Certificates. etc.. bindig.
.rat e o f ceap and nasty pr'lnteil ones. For tbe general reader sand the

enow keep in stock artistuc lithograped diplomas stdn h ntsb r Kirk Pre-
(aiule (b) Graded, <c) Hlgb (d) UlnionM UCH BETTER, La18.eh sete. cdmeCle.Smn sent a greal attraction over the

SchooCle,8%18 et.,olymisColgg. en

Commercial Colees, Shorthand Insti-T hank Yout tutes, etc.. in fat, we can ft aey kind of school i
28118 UE EII BAL2887- is countryw. te you want one or one ihousand -Thse Conquest of Mexico, His-

fa Half revaling Pries for High-grade tory of Ferdinand and Isabella,Ofeq Umm Who &am mçp,.df»m Llthograpled Work. Save time by telling us in Conquest of Peru and Miscellanies,
CHROMUO jmq0N081215, O fire letter: (i) What kind of school; (a) How many The Reign of Charles VThe Rinof PhlpH ach oplt in one volume. hopeein1799 ilnarequwred. Our hIsme new catalogueV eg blpi, opeeCmltCoLmi), 0E A1y 708K 0Fr wi.5- and 0::= rs2 elgs1 cîoefrmri Five Volumes, price per set, clotb, $6.oo.
186 c'e 488, -h.. 25 et-oal eto thse EoUCÂTIOeAs No Teaehoau2 affos'd to b. wlthout th* WOPKO Of th* fo»mout

02 Broadway, New York. Histopian of the opd

.TS CAOT TA PALAT ABLASUAASLIFE OF Life and Wrk is one ofTo SUBSCRIBERS

•Hr Aoane andK AdT 18AWNDMU

ARK enture. Ineresting as a

endRK vy Phyoelns andi asfnya U i-T HEMiaiose ULStiuIO N S by AN:Ly~ç:;: ~ :EuainlJunl
nocents Abroad." LargeinOsTHe

perfectio Vnoormanhi, t2on in. thpaerialc

0f Pure Cod Liver 011 and n25 p sh, pa d OC.,

havirig ~ ~ ~ Tad tefwssemtis uubedtebs

HYPOPHOSPHITES Clamons Pub. Co., Box Trade Splied. Francisco_____
-Of L1De and~ soda..- 3,SaFanbc

Zr 18 .SLMO8T As PALA2'A13LIV Tl~ " ~~ Thiis complete set of PrescOtt's
AS MILh. av18 e WONDEbeEeL LiFE m O tSe sic

» 8 PRODUCER rit do ued a nd atuhoi to th aH widvance inr eshA for
r ubb Phesras A d ai i n y t ol- . P. MAvPHESON mrteedL

U-iONOII or 5Nh5wtN0ihion 8.a S sh nowreay for dive. Send in youraplica year for $6..
aa givinm a gt . ant be.s. tion for territory.

TGRIP PRINTING and PUBLISCE CO. The Grip Printing and Publishing Co. Toronto
SOL AiEn o a O"metO

OuP Catalogue of Aid and Shool Supplies uet on Application.
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(ARCADE) HAMILTON, ONTARIO
ESTABLISHED 30 YEAR8.

W Affords the best advantages in Canada ta those
desiring ta enter Commercial life or prepare for the
profession of Commercial Teaching. t bas over
4,ooo graduates in business. Write for Illustrated
Catalogue ta Principal.

R. E. GAL GAGEER, 1amilton, Ont.

The Owen Eloctrie Belt
AND APPLIANCE CO.

HEAD OFFIcE, CHICAGO.

Incorporated June 17, 1887, with a cash
Capital of $50,000.00

PATENTED IN CANADA, DECEMBER, 1877.

71 KINO ST. WEST, TORONITO, O9T.
C. C. PATTERSON, Man. for Canada

Eleotricity as Applied by the Owen Elec-
trio Boit and Applianoes

Is now recognized as the eratest boon offered to suf-
fering humanity. IT HAS, DoES, AND WILL effect
cures in seemingly less cases where every other
known means . We give the most positive
proof that rheumatism and nervous diseases cannot
exist where it is thus applied. It is nature's remedy.
By its steady, soothing current, that is easily felt, t
will cure:

Rheumatism Liver Complaint
Selatica Female Complaints
General Debility Impotency
Lumbago Kidney Diseases
Nervous Diseases Urinary Diseases
DyspeDsla Lame Back
Sexual Weakness Vareocle

RHEUMATISM
It is certainly not pleasant to be compelled ta refer

o the indisputable fact that medical science bas
utterly faile to afford relief in rheumatic cases. We
venture the assertion that although electricitv bas
only been in use as a remedial agent for a few years,
it has cured more cases of Rheumatism than all other
means combined. Some of our leading physicians,
recognizing this fact, are availing themselves of this
most potent of nature's forces.

To Restore Manhood and Womanhood
As man bas not yet discovered all of Natures laws

for right living, it follows that everyone bas commit-
ted more or less errors which have left visible blenm-
ishes. Ta erase these evidences of past errors, there
is nothing known to medical science that will compare
with Electricity as applied by the Owen Electric
Body Battery. Rest assured any doctor who would
try ta accomplish this by any kind of druga is practis-
ing a most dangerous fora of charlatanism.

We Challenge the World
ta show an Electric Belt where the current is under
the controI of the patient as completely as this. We
can use the sane beIt on an infant that we would on
a ia'nt, by simply reducing the number of cells. Other
befts have been in the market for five or ten yearslonger, but to-day there are more Owen Belts manu-
factured than all ather makes combined.

Beware of Imitations and Cheap Belts
Our Trade Mark is the portrait of Dr. A. Owen,

embossed in gold upon every Belt and Appliance
manufactured by The Owen Electric Belt and Ap-
pliance Co.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue of Information,
Testimonials, etc.

The Owen Electric Boit Go.
71 KING ST. W., TORONTO, ONT.

Mention TMis Paper.

NEW AND CIIEAP

Little Books
REQUIRED BY EVERY TEACHER.

We ask attention to the Catalogue of Books
and School Supplies recently issued with the
EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. In it will be found
a large list of books for assistance or recreation
especially valuable to the teachers. We select
the following from the list :

EBC> CE
For Clubbing with " Educational Journal"

To subscribers to EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL
we will give the following special list of books
at the low prices named :-

Little People'a Speaker, îoo pages, attrac-dvelv bound well filled with motion songs, concert,
.oliday, temperance and patriotic pieces, suited to

every occasion in which the little folks are called upon
to take part. Paper, î5c. e

Little People's Dialogues, r2o pages, band-
some cover. This book is specially prepared for
children's recitations, hy Clara J. Denton. It is
adapted to the most varied kinds of entertainmenta
and exhibitions. Paper, 25c.

Humorous Dialogues and Dramas,
handsome cover, contains a great variety of specially

repared selections, humorous without being coarse
aper, 25c.
Ssnday School and Church Entertain-

mente, handsome cover, contains dialogues,
tableaux, recitations, concert , motion songs
and short dramas illustrating Bib a truths. Paper,
25c.

March'e Speeches and Dialogues for
Wee Tota, comprising a variety of short speeches
and dialogues, suitable ta children from three ta ten
years old. Paper, 25c.

Tableaux, Charadesand Pantomimes.
A first-class collection for various entertainments.
Paper, 2c.

Jokes. A collection of the brightest. funniest
and most catcing jokes of the day. i5o pages; at-
tractive cover. a r, 25c.

Popular Synonyme. Twenty-five' thousand
words in ordinary use; accurate, elegant, cheap.
Flexible cloth cover, 25c.

Word. Correctly Spoken. A work valuable
to all who desire accuracy of language. Cloth, î5c.

The following special list will be
found attractive:

Wiiford'e Original Dialogues and
Speeches for Young Folk@.-Being by far the
most complete of its kind ever issued. This work
supplies that pable need, which lias so long been
ev ent i f this class, that of Dialogues and
S#eeches adapted ta the natures of children. This
work contains 19 original Dialogues and 5 Speeches,
especial teil for children between t e ages of
five an twe years. i6o pages. Paper cover,
price 25c.

Ritter'e Book of Mock Trials. An entirely
novel idea. The trials are vory amusing take-offs of
actual scenes in court and daily life; containing six-
teen complete trials-adapted to performance by
amateurs or professionals. Paper cover, price 25c.

Rowton's Complet. Debater.--Containn
nine Complete Debates, Outlines of Debates, and îo
questions for Debate. The most perfect work of its
kind published, and especially adapted ta Literary
and Debating Societies. No person should be with-
out this great literary work. We are sure that those
who purchase copies will declare it well worth ten
times the amount spent. Containing over âSo pages.
Boards, price 50 cts.

Beale's Calithenice and Light Gym-
nastices for Young Folks.-zso illustrations
from Life by Photographic Process. Containin
Broom and Fan Drills, Marches, Fencing Club, Ha
and Dumb Bell Exercises, Swimming and Music for
Marching. This is the most complete work pub-
ished on the subject. î6o pages. oards, 75 cts.

Burdett'e Dutch Dialect Rocitations
and Readling.-This collection of amusing and
laughable recitations embraces ail the newest and
most successful pieces, original and selected, with
which the celebrated reader, James S. Burdett, in-
varabl1 "brin down the bouse " Containing 94
ori gna and selected gems of Humorous German
diaet pieces in prose and poetry. z6mo, i6o pages.
Price, paper, 25 cts.

Bruider Cardner's Stump Speeches
and Comic Lectures.-Containing the best bits
of the leadin Negro delineators of the present day,
comprisimgthe most amusing and side-splitting con-
trib ion of oratorical effusions which bave ever been
produced.t tieublic. The newest and best boak of
Negro comia published. 6o pages. Bound in
illuminated paper covers. Price, a5 cts. i

Sent post-paid on receipt of:price.

Address,

frip Printing & Publishing Co.
TORONTO

ALso TAUGHT AT THE OTTAWA

Business College.
Formerly NATIONAL BUSINESSCOLLIGE,

Catalogues free.

Address, JOHN KEITH, Principal, OTTAWA, ONT.

34, 36. 38, 40 James St. S., Hamilton, Ont.
Teachers preparing for Departmental Examina-

tions as sp ts in Commercial subjects, Short-
hand, and rawin should attend the H.B.C., which
is affiliated with the Hamilton Art School. Univers-
i graduates and teachers are now in attendance.

ote name and address.

SPENCER & MeCULLOUGH, Prineipals.

CONSUMPTION.
I have a positlve remedy for the above disease; by Its

use thonsands of eases of the wurst kind and of long
standing have been cured. Indeed so strong le my faith
in its effieey, that I wlu send TwO BoTTLES YREE,
with a VALUABLE TREATISE on this disease ta any
,ufferer who wil send me their EXPRESS sud P.O. addrees.
T. A. SLOCUM, M. C., 186 ADELAIDE
ST., WEST, TORONTO, ONT.

BAFFLES

HUMAN CONCEPTION
Nature's all-powerful

healer is discovered and
when imbibed freely
radiates the arterial net-
work of the body, ab-
sorbs and rushes off all

A , e effete, deadly poisonous
J.U matter. Also it contains

TC all the sixteen elements
of ripe molecular life,
builds every weak part,

... restores nerve and vital
-e power, is the sunshine of

life, the wonderful. So
say all that use St. Leon

.Water.

St. Leon Mineral Water Co., Ltd.
Head Office-zor% King St., West.
Branch Office-Tidy's, Yonge St. .

I- -

are makin 065 to 0200
Columbian E'ion IlsI~W.I~I boring foed." Full or part time. Only authentic and

O of the Fair. Enclose stamp for sample
and particulars. J. B. Campbell, Editor, ar8 La
Street, Chicago.

THIRD EDITION 1
Indispensable to every live Teacher.

Pracîloal Problesi
IN

For Frst, Second and Third Classe.s

Dy JAEES WRITE, Public School Toacher:
EDMONTON. • ONT.

This book has been prepared specially to suit thlconvenience of Public Teachers. It contai
about 700 Practical Problems suitable for T'
Second and Third Classes in PubIsc Schools. It
very carefully graded, and each principle requlred tbe taught is introduced in logical order. It receivethe hety approval of Teachers and Inspectors.

Read their Opinions.
From ALLAN EM5utvy, EsQ., Inspector, Peel.

1 have examined this little book of ArithmeticÂProblems, and can give it an unqualiied endorsatiThe questions are carefully graded, and are
suited ta the wants of our over-worked t w
have not always the tme ta devote ta theara

erm uLo h.aiu subjecta ao te
.ý 7-questions ae not stated in the fof propositions; but their statement is incidentalleaving the mner connection of the ata b. dis&covered by the pupil hiseif; a in thifeature lies their special adaptabilty as an tio

force. I heartily recommend this book ta ail
wishing t ecanomize tuie and labor in their
tion for ordinary school work.
From E. TaouGHTv, Esq., Teacher, Meber CountyBoard of Eaminners, Inglewood.

I have examined with snome care Practical Problemalu Arithmetic for First, Second and Third Classes. by
Mr. White, Edmonton. Without the slightest husita'ion I aY that they are the best I have ever seen-thebeit iu selection., thebest in grading, and abao al, thebest for developing the reasoning paotws of the
and for .xerczl b is iugenuity. A feature
the grading is t principles which bave boe intro.duced are being constantly made nse of in the succeedi
ing problems which are in their turn Introd g new
prnciples, so that the whole work may be sai to buone unconscious review. It is a great boon toTeaches.

Price, Bousn du Oloth, 25 eta.

ADDRMs,

i Print q & PlIshiii Cr.
TOrTOTO.

Primary Recitations
WITH .

EXPLANATORY NOTES
s AND

Lessons in Primary Elocution
A collection of appropriate recitations for young hlîdren not flirther

advanced than the Firat Reader, and lassons In elocution
suited to their capactty.

The.selections have been made with great care from the best of similar works, and there is noth-
ing in child-literature published that is better calculated to assist in accomplishing the end
souglht, viz.: the cultivation of a more perfect elocution and the foundation ot a literary taste
among the little ones. The lessons in elocution are psrticularly well adapted for children of the
primary classes, and include exorcises in breathing, voice development, andl distinct articulation.

hey are suitable for home practice as well as school, and every child should be thoroughly and
systematicaly trained in them.

Sir Mor1 Mackenzie in 'The Hygiene of the Sp ing Voicel" says: "As to commencing
the education af speaking twhich, of course, includ the reading) voice, it can hardly be hegun
too soon." This k ais to aid the teacher i making this hegmning.

Now Ready. Prias, 25. Mailed postpaid on receipt of priace.

GEIIP PRINTING AND PUBLISHING CO.; - Publisher
26 and 28 Front Street West, - T ORONTO

,


